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RAILWAYS MUST 
STATE RATE BID
OTTAWA (CP) — The Board 
of Transport Commissioners to­
day directed the railways to 
specify by April 10 the amount 
of the new freight rate Increase 
they are seeking.
Ibe  board also said it will 
hold hearings on the railways’ 
application starting May 19 in 
Ottawa.
The railways asked Monday 
that hearings begin late in 
April. Provincial governments 
who will oppose increase had 
asked they be deferred for as 
much as six months from now.
The railway application be­
fore the board now calls for an 
indefinite increase. The rail­
ways wished to have informa­
tion in 1959 first-quarter earn­
ings before specifying the 
amount, and the board order 
will give them this opportunity.
Kelowna City Plan 
To Provide Extra
For Jobless
T w o  M o n t h s  W o r k  
M a y  C o s t  $ 6 , 5 0 0
Funds
LOW LAKE LEVEL AIDS RECLAMATION
Bulldozer crews are taking 
advantage of the low lake level 
by reclaiming land along the 
water front la the vicinity of
Strathcona Park. Most of the 
area is covered in tulles and 
reeds. The huge “cats” are
shown in action pushing the 
sand from the present low 
water mark. Lakeshore prop­
erty is becoming increasingly 
scarce, especially since the con­
struction of Lake Okanagan 
bridge —(Courier staff photo.)
Gibbs Refuses To Correct 
Blast About Shrum Probe
VICrrORIA (CP)—Archie Gibbs 
Oak Bay Liberal member of the 
legislature has refused to correct 
statements he made about the 
Shrum Royal Commission in a 
free-time CBC broadcast. In turn 
he demands that Dr. Gordon 
Shrum retract his demands for 
g correcUon.
The controversy arose when
Dr. Shrum, who heads the in- Dr. Shrum said last week the 
quiry into B.C. Power Commis- statement was incorrect and
Sion operations, charged Mr. 
Gibbs with making "irresponsi­
ble” statements to the effect that 
H. Lee Briggs had been refused 
by Dr. Shrum an opportunity to 
cross - examine provincial eco­
nomic adviser Dr. J . V. Fisher 
on his testimony,.
Ottawa-Provincial Legal Fight 
Looms Over Coastal Waters
OTTAWA (CP)—The federal 
government apparently intends 
to exercise authority over min­
erals under coastal waters al­
though it has never been con­
clusively d e t e r  mined whether 
they are federally or provincially 
owned.
A reliable authority says the 
federal government soon will is­
sue exploration and development 
permits covering minerals in the 
lands under coastal waters that 
have been defined by interna­
tional agreement as Canadian.
•nie result may be a legal 
battle with the provinces to settle 
the ownership question and along 
with it the question of which
The extent of Canada’s juris 
diction for mineral exploitation 
in coastal waters is defined in 
an i n t e r n a t i o n a l  agree­
ment reached last summer and 
now being ratified by the 30 sig­
natory countries.
This agreement provides that 
the coastal state has the right 
to explore for and exploit miner­
als as far out from the shore as 
it is possible to do so. Certain 
limits apply to this principle in 
cases where two neighboring 
states might claim the minerals 
under one body of water.
'The provision applies only to 
minerals and not to fishing rights
could be checked with the trans­
cript of evidence.
Mr. Gibbs argued Monday that 
newspaper reports stated that 
Dr. Shrum had said the economic 
adviser would not be called at 
the request of Mr. Briggs or his 
counsel. •
What actually happened at the 
royal commission was thaL Dr. 
Shrum asked if Mr. Brigg’s coun­
sel wished to cross-examine im­
mediately following the testimony 
of Dr. Fisher. ’The reply was that 
they wished to withhold cross- 
examination.
Dr. Shnlm castigated Mr. 
Brigg’s counsel for holding off 
cross-examination and said Mr. 
Briggs had no right to call the 
witness back. But, Dr. Shrum 
then pointed out that Dr. Fisher 
would undoubtedly be back on the 
stand and that an opportunity for 
Mr. Brigg’s counsel to cross 
examine would then be offered.
COAST IW A  WILL 
ASK NEW HIKES
VANCOUVER (CP)—The 6.- 
000-member Vancouver local of 
the International Woodworkers 
of America has decided to press 
for a 25 per cent wage increase 
this year.
Syd ’Thompson, recently elect­
ed president of the local over 
veteran labor leader Lloyd 
Whelan, said the move was ap­
proved Sunday at the local’s 




VANCOUVER (CP) — Negotia 
tlons aimed at ending a strike 
of Southern I n t e r i o r  lumber 
workers continued here today, 
but there were no indications of 
what progress was being made.
The strike now is in its eighth 
week.
Provincial labor department of­
ficials are heading the negotia­
tions between the International I 
Woodworkers of America and the 
Interior Lumber Manufacturers 
Association.
One labor department official 
said late Monday night that "you 
would need a crystal ball to say 
what the outcome might be.” 
About 1,200 Southern Interior 
woodworkers walked off their 
jobs in support of demands for 
a 19-cent hourly wage increase 
over present basic rates of $1.53. 
The union rejected , a conciliation 
offer of two three-per-cent in­
creases over two years.
By ALBERT DENEGRIE 
Daily Courier Staff Writer
A plan to provide extra financial assistance to jobless 
Kelownians is gaining wide support.
The plan, outlined by a special city-appointed com­
mittee, would provide much-needed funds through employment 
to out-of-work citizens who are receiving either social assistance 
or unemployment insurance benefits.
The committee’s proposal sets out a half-dozen projects 
on which able-bodied men could work. Cost to the city is esti­
mated at $6,500 in supplemental wages to March 31. Council 
approval is expected this week or by next Monday at the latest
Mayor Parkinson indicated Monday night council 
would look favorably on the report. He said Kelowna “could 
get another first by starting such a project without going to the 
senior governments for aid.”
But it was made abundantly
government will receive royalties and other matters which arc 
from any oil and gas develop- covered in other international 
jnent. I agreements or are .still pending.
Careless Driving No Crime 
Ontario Government Claims
TORONTO (CP) — A bid to 
have the Ontario Court of Ai>- 
peal upset Chief Justice J. C. 
McPtier’s ’ii'ln" *hnt the nrov- 
Ince’s careless driving law is in­
valid was expected to wind up 
today.
R. Pepper, assistant director
of prosecutions, opened the ap- 
{Ksal Monday with four hours of 
argument that careless driving is 
not n crime.
Sydney Pnlkln of Hamilton, the 
lawyer whose appeal led to the 









OTTAWA (CP) — The Cana 
dian construction Industry ex­
pects to hit this year its 14th 
successive annual record since 
the Second World War.
Harold J. Ball of Kitchener, 
Ont., president of the Canadian 
Conriruction Association, said to- 
ejay the industry expects a busl- 
nes.s volume increa.se of between 
throe and five per cent in 1959 
over the record last year of $7,- 
100.000,000.
'liio association plans to hold 
its annual meeting nt Montreal 
Jan. 18-21. It is expected to draw 
l,00() contractors, road ''uilders, 
manufacturers and suppliers.
LETHBRIDGE (CP) — Solon 
Low, retiring national leader of 
the Social Credit Party, was 
asked by a reporter Monday 
night to name the five men most 
likely to succeed him at the 
party’s convention next year.
He named four: Orvis Ken­
nedy, national party organizer 
and president of the Alberta So­
cial Credit Association: Alex Pat­
terson and George Hahn, former 
British Columbia members of 
Parliament for Fraser Valley 
and New Westminster respec­
tively; and Basil Cuglin of On­
tario.
The fifth person, Mr. Low said, 
is an Albertan who would hesi­
tate at letting his name stand
No mention was made of Pre­
miers E. C. Manning of Alberta 
and W, A. C. Bennett of British 
Columbia.
VICTORIA (CP) — Donald L 
Brothers, Social Credit candidate 
drew 3.170 votes in the nrovincial 
byelection in Rossland-Trail con 
stituency last Dec. 15, official 
figures show.
The figures were released by 
F. H. Hurlet, registrar of voters 
and show F. E. DeVito, CCF 
with 2,807, M. E. Krause, Liberal 
with 2,365, and Alex Brokenshire 
Progressive Conservative, with 
2,200.
PROMOTED
Air Force HQs announces 
promotion of Flying Officer 
Robert Mazey, of Oyama, to 
the rank of Flight-Lieutenant. 
Flight-Lieutenant Mazey is pre­
sently stationed at RCAF Sta­
tion, Summerside, PEI, as unit 
Adjutant of No. 2 (Maritime) 
Operational Training Unit.
clear the city Intends to seek 
assistance from senior govern­
ments soon.
WINTER WORKS
Tied in with the committee’s 
proposal to help unemployed who 
arc in financial straits is the 
city’s winter works program 
which calls on Ottawa for help 
to a total of more than $20,0(X), 
as the federal government’s 
share of the direct payroll costs.
(See story “City Seeks Ottawa 
. . . Page 3).
’The proposal as advanced by 
the civic-appointed committee 
is tantamount to the "relief”Cuba Rebel 
Firing Squad 
TollM ounts
HAVAiIa (AP) - -  tH e^^ecu- 
tion toll in Cuba is mounting as 
F idel, Castro’s . military courts 
continiie to exact' vengeance' for 
violence attributed tp' supporters 
of fallen dictatdr' Fulgeheib Ba 
tista.
At least 145 persons were re- _ j.
ported executed between Batist- group of some 100 city taxpay* 
flight Jan. 1 and Monday jers,
measures adopted by govern­
ments during the depression.
’The proposal was presented In 
the form of a brief by the chair­
man of the committee. Aid. Den­
nis Crookes, head of the city’s 
welfare department. On the com­
mittee were O. L. Jones, former 
MP; Alex Haig, manager of the 
local National Employment Of­
fice; J . Kelly, Imperial Bank 
manager; J . W. Bedford, local 
contractor; and Tom Hamilton, 
city welfare administrator.
’Die brief stated the problem 
divided into two parts:
See-JOB PLAN Page S
Pentictonite Tells
PENTICrrON (CP) — Aider- 
man A. C. Kendrick was asked 
to Tesign fium Penticton city 
council Monday night, when he 
refused to apologize for remarks 
concerning the intelligence of a
a s _
night. More speedy trials are I The delegation appeared before 
tinder way, including hearings council at invitation of Mayor 
for possibly 100 prisoners in Ori- C. E. Oliver to protest large in- 
ente Province, creases in their 1959 property
The toll took a jump Monday assessments and to ask city 
when revolutionary firing squads assessor S. H. Cornock why 
were reported to have shot 75 assessments had been raised, 
persons near Santiago, capital of They charged that Penticton 
Orientq where Castro’s rebellion property o w n e r s  were being 
was centred and anti - rebel re- “ taxed to death” and that indus
“which is why I asked you peo­
ple to come to this meetihg. May­
be I need a Grade 8 lecture too.” 
"I Insist that these people are 
not interested in assessments but 
in the ta* rate," Alderman Ken­
drick declared.
"Will the alderman apologize,” 
asked Mr. Newell.
“ I will not,” replied Alderman 
Kendrick.
Then I suggest the alderman 




DIef Calls On Democracies 
To Declare Freedom Creed
NEW YORK (CP)-CanBdlan 
dollar unchanged at $1.03 7-10 
in terms of U.S. funds. Pound 
sterling unchanged at $2,80 
17-32,
TORONTO (CP) — Prime Min­
ister Diefcnbaker has urged the 
Free World to rededicate itself to 
principles of freedom and con­
vince uncommitted countries that 
its economic purposes and poli­
cies embody these freedoms.
He-said he hopes free nations 
will meet and reach a common 
basis for a Declaration of Free 
dom’s Creed to enunciate the 
ideals and principles of the West 
to uncommitted nations — those 
neither pro-East nor pro-West.
Mr. Diefcnbaker told m o r e  
than 1,200 at a University of To­
ronto convocation which made 
him an honorary doctor of laws 
Monday night that a major con-
12 TRAPPED FREIGHTERS AT END OF LAST MILE
Icebreakers M a y  W in  Seaway Battle Today
MONTREAL (CP) -  Depart- 
ment of itannport officials soy 
the end of their pionth-Iong bat­
tle with St, Lawrence River Ice 
U In sight, !
Two of the department's Ice­
breakers—tiio d’IbcrvUlo and the 
Ernest Lapointe — M o n d a y
smashed their way to within n 
mile of the 12 ocean - bound 
freighters trapped ' in Montreal 
harbor since Dec. 0. Tho depart­
ment expressed hope nil may be 
freed by to<lay or Wednesday.
"This has been our best doy 
yet," sold one happy six>kcsman.
“We're now only a half - mile 
from tho first vessel.
"We'll be back flr.st thing in 
the morning. Wc may not got nil 
the ships out Tuesday, but wc 
certainly intend getting through 
to them nil,”
ThO two breakers got through
tho worst of the Icebnrrlcr im 
prl.sonlng tho ships Monday. It 
was solid ice and snow all tho 
way to the bottom of tho 50-foot 
deep harbor. Beyond that was 
mostly floating snow nnd light 
Ice formations.
TIjo two breakers arc to work
> t'» ’U" '' ‘.1 1, ' .
I'f.
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ttiwi lay «(»in Mm IvaiI far
,i H) cliar'cluHiMil Hi  ffM
I ■ iiVu ■' I ' i ; . WtWBBBra i, i,. f -v
FOR SIX WEEKS, ocean 
•hips have fought n d-s;wmto 
battlo to cacaim tho grip of
Canada's Inland winter, sever­
est In more than n generation, 
reach the high seas. Ibis map 
shows the stages In their strug­
gle—through the Icc-clogged 
canals of the St. 1-awrcnco 
nivcr navigation route, past the 
ico barriers jn Montreal hor-
Imr nnd Imkc .SI. Peter nnd 
then on to the safety of o|)cn 
water down-river from QucImsc.
in tnndcm (o free the trapped 
freighters. The powerful d’lber 
vlllo Is to break the main chan 
nel nnd tho smaller Lapointe will 
enter tho basins to get the ships 
into tho channel..
M en  awhile, downstream nt 
Trols-Rlvicrcs, the Poseidon, 
3,279-ton German freighter, was 
continuing her cautious voyage 
towards the ocean.
The P o s e i d o n  anchored nt 
Trols-R|vleres Monday afternoon 
when falling light mndo naviga­
tion on the Icc-dottcd river Im­
possible,
DEPARTED AIAINE
She slipiicd out of Montreol 
harbor Monday morning from 
her berth nt tho oast-end of the 
Island, Bovernl miles downstream 
from tho other ships.
Her departure caught hurhor 
officials by surprise since U was 
expected she would wait until the 
other ships were freed and ac 
company tho convoy under pro­
tection of the Icebreakers.
But at 0 am. her funnels sud 
dcnly puffed, smqko oqd i<h® 
eased Into tho channel, her prew 
cheering. She was accompanied 
for a short lime by the Lapointe 
to make, certain she cleared the 
harbor safely,
try was by-passing the city be 
cause of its high assessments 
and high taxes.
Alderman Kendrick contended 
the taxpayers were not really 
interested in 1959 assessments 
but rather in the 1959 tax rate 
which will not be decided for a 
couple of months yet.
filet for the minds of men is tak-|uROES MATH LESSON 
Ing place in Asia and Africa. It -w hat these people need Is a 
was here the West must prevent Qrndc 8 arithmetic lesson,” he 
Communists from casting asper-Lj,jd “a school child understands 
sions on such terms as democ-Uhis better than they do." 
racy. Economic aid was not j ,  Richard Newell, who had
introduced himself as one
U.S. FEARED about 600 travelling salesmen
The prime minister said the making their homes in the city 
United S t a t e s  “is being met and hqd sought clarification why 
everywhere by the Communist his property assessment had been 
technique of endeavoring to plant boosted from $800 lost year to 
fears in the minds of people that $1,100 this year, spoke up 
she (the U.S.) is aggrc.ssivc - "In all humility I would ask 
minded nnd that her nssistanco the mayor to direct the alderman 
plans arc sinister plots.” to withdraw his remark about
He added: "Canada con best arithmetic lessons being needed,' 
interpret the United States in n Mr. Newell said 
way that no other nation enn to ” I wns utterly confused aboU. 
the nations of Asia and Africa this assessment situation my 
nnd provide the answer to such!self," M a y o r  Oliver replied, 
propaganda.
"I can think of no better wny 
to explain freedom thnn for the 
nations of the Free World to meet 
together, exchange ideas nnd 
roach a common basis for a Dec­
laration of Freedom’s Creed.
*Tt would constituto to tho un­
committed w o r l d  a solemn 
pledge of willingness to work 
with them for better economic 
conditions in which human dig'
Local Police 
Search Fails
A search executed by warrnnv 
last night failed to turn up any 
trace of loot taken in a break-in 
at a local suburban cafe some­
time Sunday , night or early Mon­
day morning.
However, Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police here are follow­
ing other leads which they be­
lieve will lead to the person or 
persons responsible.' '
The Bridge Lunch, operated 
by Clarence Egley, was entered 
some time between 6 p.m. Sun­
day and 9 n.m. Monday and 
watches nnd rings left as secur­
ity by young patrons were stol­
en from the cash register, along 
with a few coins.
Also stolen were the monies In 
the coin boxes In pinball mac­
hines and an automatic record 
player. Estimate of the amount 
of coins taken from the auto­





GUIIUIIIUIIK 111 WIIIA;ii HMIII4SII J  A n .
nlty, equality nnd tolerance wHl FruU ®nd Vegetable (3^^
be recognized nnd personal Eb- ® ,
erty, freedom of thought, cxprcs- ln the
slon, association nnd religion gJ*>“t |o n s^ l^ ^ ^
nlcdgcd to those who will Join
In  fre e d o m  an d  fo r  fre e d o m  In  k e ts  ®
Uio H tru K g lo .fo r  th e  h e a r ts  n n d  t r e m d ^  f ru its  
lYiindfl o f \m r*n  e v e ry w h e re /^  Ifro m i th o  U n itc u  S to loS i
X s T  S P F F X I I  D e le g a te s  to  th o  a n n u a l m c e t-
U  w n a M V  D le fc n b n k c r ’s f l r s l  In g  s a id  th re e  W in d s o r  w h o le s a l-  
m n jo r  sp eech  s in ce  c o m p le t in g  a  T "
ro u n d  -  th e  7 w o r ld  t r ip  th a t  l n - ^ o o 8h t  In  >’ “ ^ " . 8^ ^
e lu d e d  v is its  to  A s la n  c o u n tr ie s , f r u i t  J ® 8CtnbIc^^^
Ho snid there Is need'for n nnBl for tho Mlchlg^^ 
greater Interchange of students 
between Western countries »nd wore 
uncommlttod countries nnd " which |X!rmlt im ^ j^ ^  
need, where possible, for chairs tlw of “P ^
in Canadian universities for
Bee-DIEF'S CAI.L Pago H; /jiBoi't requIremenU. _ __
——------------------- - ------ '''T?|ft̂ AjlSocI«ltlon Secretary M, M.
said such small quontt- 
Uesillplro supiKwcd to be bixHilgjlit 
lit for personal use rather than 
gale "but they Mid up in , the 
warehouses,”
The resolutions osked th» t tho 
quantity allowed Into the coun­
try  without an  Impoctjon «eittfl
Growers
cato bo lim ited to "one packagn , 
of each commodjty for personal 
use." .
The association also asked th a t 
fruit coming Into Canada carry  R 
label indicating the country of 
origin In le tte rs a t least as largo 
ns the g rade  stam p, __
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
LethbridfO . . .  
P e r l  St. John
Color Alls Get 
Major Support
MONTREAL (CP) -  rtoy 
Prince, director of technical re­
search fo r the Am erican News­
paper Publishers' Association, 
says new spaper advertising In 
color will In the future bo tho 
u le  ra th e r  than  the exception,
' Bpeoking a t  thii opening of Mon­
trea l's  annual printing week, ho 
said th e  rise  In use of color has 
bOen spectacular. . -
\Run-oMhe-prc8B color advcrtls- 
t i^  in dally newspapers has 
m ore than  doubled aince lOM, bO 
said.
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W in te r Season G o o d  Time 
M ake Home Improvements
If you arc an average homeowner you 
undoubtedly have ideas concerning improve­
ments to your property. But, perhaps, you 
can't proceed beyond the planning stage be­
cause of financing problems. If this is the 
ease, a visit to your bank and a discussion 
with the manager concerning NHA home 
improvement loans may be the solution.
Home-owners throughout Canada have 
taken advantage of these loans guaranteed 
by the Federal government, under Section 24 
of the National Housing Act, to finance over 
100 million dollars in home improvements 
since 1955. Features of the loan are the 
wide variety of work which may be financed, 
the convenient repayment period of up to 
10 years and an interest rate of six per cent 
per annum.
Loans as high as $4,000 arc available for 
single-family dwellings to cover the cost of 
labor, materials and equipment for improve­
ments ranging from the exterior repair of 
homes to the installation of modern built-in 
air conditioning systems. In fact, an NF|A 
loan may be obtained to finance; Interior 
and exterior repairs or alterations including 
the addition of one or more rooms, storeys 
or family housing units; the erection or alter­
ation of a garage or outbuildings; the pur­
chase, installation, repair or improvement of 
heating, electrical, tire control, plumbing 
and sewage disposal systems and all types of 
water supply systems for the home; the pur­
chase, installation or repair of built-in cook­
ing, domestic refrigeration and garbage dis­
posal equipment;
Painting, paper hanging and general decor­
ation-including an overall tloor covering or 
carpet made to fit a particular room but 
excluding curtains, drapes and rugs; the pur­
chase, installation or repair of storm doors, 
storm windows, screens and awnings; the 
erection, repair or improvement of fences; 
the construction or repair of private drive­
ways, sidewalks or curbs and landscaping of 
a permanent character; the demolition or 
moving of buildings.
Another feature of the NHA home im­
provement loan is the ease with which it may 
be obtained. Your bank manager can ar­
range the whole transaction. You must be 
able to provide details of dhe improvements 
or installations planned and an estimate of 
the cost involved. The bank will require in­
formation concerning your income and fin­
ancial obligations and details of existing en- 
■ cumbranccs against the property. You will 
also be-required to state the assessed value 
of the property, the amount oif fire insur- 
-ance carried and whether or not taxes have 
been paid to the late due date. • .
The maximum loan is $4,000 for a one- 
family dwelling. In the case of a duplex, 
semi-detached or multiple-family dwelling.
the loan may be as high as $4,000 for the 
first unit plus 51,500 for each additional unit 
up to a maximum of $8,500 for a four-unit 
dwelling.
For purposes of the loan, a home is de­
fined as u house or multiple-family dwelling 
consisting of not more than four units, which 
is in whole or in part the ordinary residence 
of the owner. A loan may also be obtained 
for a building containing business premises 
and not more than four family housing units, 
providing one of the units is the residence 
of the owner and the loan is being used pri­
marily for the benefit of the housing units 
A house being used as a hotel, a summer 
residence or for seasonal occupancy would 
not qualify for a loan.
Home improvement loans arc secured by’| 
a promissory note. However, if the amount 
ol the loan applied for, or the total amount 
of the loan plus the balances owing on other 
guaranteed home improvement loans on the 
property exceeds $1,200, additional security 
may be required. The bank may take a mort­
gage or the assignment of your interest in the 
home if it desires. This additional security 
may also be taken where the period of re- 
security is necessary if the loan is repayable 
in e.xccss of five years or in the case of̂  a 
duplex, semi-detached or multiple family 
dwelling where the loan exceeds $4,000. 
Legal fees or disbursements in connection 
with any additional security taken are pay 
able by the borrower.
The only other fee payable by the bor­
rower, so long as the loan is not in default, 
is the insurance fee. Your banker will col 
led  this insurance fee amounting to one per 
cent of the loan and remit it to Centra' 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
The loan is repayable in monthly install 
ments, which includes both principal anc 
interest. Your banker will consider your fi­
nancial situation and adjust the repayment 
period accordingly. However, this period of 
repayment may not exceed 10 years.
Application for a loan must be made by 
the owner of a property and not by anyone 
acting on his behalf. A joint owner of a 
home or anyone renting a property, provided 
the lease does not expire in less than three 
years following maturity of the loan, is elig­
ible to apply. Application may also be made 
even though the property to be improved is 
subject to a mortgage.
If this type of loan will assist you in im­
proving your home, now is an excellent time 
to discuss the matter with your bank man­
ager. With winter settling in and demands in 
the construction field lessening, there is a 
plentiful supply of materials as well as com­
petent labor available for your job. Take 
advantage of the winter construction oppor­
tunities.
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
Bv THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLB
DEAB JOHN .the idea that ywt are being taltb*
The other day I saw a letter ful in setting him back-on th* 
which began with the name of straight and narrow. V Y our*  
the person to whom it had been truly’* and "Yours tlncertly** are 
written, together with his ad- both utter humbug. We d<m*t see 
dress, and then went immediat- quite so much of this ac^ of 
ely into the subject about which thing today, “I beg to remain, 
it W’as written. No 'Dear Sir’ believe me, your. very humbld 
stood there at the top of the page, and obedient servant." Y 0 V - 
It has occurred to me that per- would know by instinct that anjr- 
haps we may soon revert to the one who wrote like that needed 
former manner of letter writing, to be investigated.
Communications did not always Although I shall probably wait 
begin with the pesent meaning- for someone to set the pace In 
lets endearments. For example. U y , regard. I do think we ought 
observe the manner in which the ,vvav from these meaning-
translators addressed K i n g  n^ethodi of address and sub-
James I: ‘‘To the Mos l̂ High and scrloUon. Under t h e  present
Mighty I^ince J A M ^  system, If you really want to
Grace of God, King of Great Brl-Lj^Q^  ̂ affection you have to write; 
tain. France and Ireland, etc. or even "Mv Dear-
' . , . . . .  , , est Madam" which, I ttilnk, Is
If you were to look at the let- carrying things too far, If you 
ters of St. Paul, you would ol^ k^y that sort of thing vou n p "  i 
serve that, very wisely, he receipt of a summons on a
to begin with his own name. Tb̂ ls charge of "Breach of Promise of 
Is very sensible. Obviously tbe ••
u  l ^ v o r d o T t  Anyhow when the outraged
Start houndlog me again ,! 
«nd commenca with
^  Khc short and effective method of^  saves bunUng aiw nd to *bid “Sir:" They might, be-
THE HONEYMOON IS OVER
see that I was only compliment- 




Do you live in a Thousand 
Dollar Vista?
It is four years .since the pres­
ent series of dollar bills was 
launched, with the innovation of 
photographs of actual Canadian 
scenes on the back. An iron cur­
tain of official secrecy surround­
ed the nctual locations of tho.se 
scenes, and that mystery seems 
never to have been solved.
All that wc were told by the 
Bank of Canada was a vague de­
scription of each scene.
On the back of the Ono Dollar 
bill, for cxaiupie, is h picture, 
printed in green, described ns 
bwcatern Prairie and Sky". That 
Is a typical prairie scene, of 
monotonous flat countryside, re­
lieved only by a dead straight 
rood and the usvinl stark elevator. 
Just n one dollar view—but 
where?
The Two Dollar bill bears a 
"Country valley, central Canada," 
printed in reddy-bi-ywn. In the 
centre of the view i.s a very ells- 
tinctlvu Utile white church, near 
a river bank, which surely must 
have been identified by people 
who live near by. But where is 
It?
YUKONITIW KNOW
The blue .scene on llie back of 
the Five Dollar bill is «lescrlbccl 
officially as "Northern Stream 
and hills". Yukonllcn roeognlio 
that as Otter Fall.s, Just off the 
Alaska Highways, northwest of 
Whitehorse.
ITjo Ten Dollar bill boars 
"Rocky Movmlaln Peak", printed 
in purplbU-bluo. Tliat t'ould uojl 
be anywhere except the Heckle# 
eo po secret is betrayeil by using 
the natnu of tho.so inountalas in 
the official description. That pins 
the location down to either Al 
berta or British Columhln, a more 
exact de.icrlption than in the 
case of any othet bill, except the 
Twenty Dollar, 'Hiat prints a 
very typical scene, descrlbtKi ns 
’il^urcntlon, Hill in Winter". The 
snow-tipiK.^ spruco lree.t, iirintwl 
In olive green, loudly proclaim 
their location as Ik'Iuk Quob<!c’s 
winter wonderland,
Tnie Maritlrne.s nre honorcii l\v 
the Fifty Dollar bill, which shows 
n picture of np "Atlantic sea- 
•bore", hut where that is, or 
even In which of the four Atlantic 
Provinces it is located, I* an of­
ficial secret. > idthough many 
Maritlmers must ifiKKv that shore 
'■ well.
Canada is the land of lakes, big 
lakes and little lakes, unnumbor 
ed and many of them unnamed. 
We have so many lakes that our 
geography lessons tell us that 
half of all the fresh water lakes 
and rivers in the world are con­
tained in Canada.
So wo have lakes on both the 
Ono Hundred Dollar and the One 
Thousand Dollar bill. The former 
ha.s a picture of a scene which 
i.s home to a hundred or so of us, 
and familiar no doubt to thou­
sands who live near that One 
Groat Vista; "Village, lako and 
hills, central Canada.”
The Bank of Canada evidently 
had three motives In switching 
to these photographed landscapes 
from the fonner voluptuous but 
linpor.sonal fcmple who decorated 
the backs of our bills. One rca-
other was to make our paper 
money slightly more distinctive 
by comparison with U.S. bills; 
but the most important was to 
make it harder for forgers to 
counterfeit our bills.
A minute change in the now 
familiar landscapes would be 
more apparent even to the ama­
teur eye than a forger's change 
in the contours of that voluptu­
ous female, says this argument.
And it is to handicap forgers, 
by keeping the locations secret 
and hence not revealing the loca­
tion to forgers with cameras, that 
wo are kept in ignorance of the 
places thus depicted. This is a 
faivfotched argument, as with 
modern equipment a forger would 
do bettor to photograph a genuine 
bill which he wishes to copy, ra­
ther than photograph a landscape 
which nature must have changed 
in four years.
Anyhow, the Five-spot is in the 
Yukon, Where are the others?
new ambassador to Canada, Am̂  
asasp Aroutunian, who arrived 
by air in Montreal said Rus­
sia and Canada should under­
stand each other better than they 
have done. He was accompanied 
by his wife and two-year-old son 
Hovanes.
In his interview at a downtown 
hotel, the new ambassador joked 
easily with reporters. He spoke 
English and French fluently.
Asked if he knows Boris Past­
ernak, Russian novelist and poet 
denounced by the Soviet Union 
for his Nobel prize-winning novel 
Dr. Zhivago, Mr. Aroutunian re­
plied; “Very well personally, and 
I know what he thinks."
NOT STATING VIEW
“What does he think?” asked a 
reporter.
“That’s what I know. I ’m not 
his interpreter.
Mr. Aroutunian replaces for­
mer ambassador Soleonn Dimitri 
Chuvahin, who has been recalled 
to a post in Moscow.
He said Russia has changed 
radically in the last decade and 
now is “more powerful and more 
developed." Since Stalin’s death 
Russia has had a “more dy­
namic” society,
“All revolutions are dynamic; 
even the American, English and 
French revolutions were. Even
He is not dear to me. I don't
sake.'after they have 
brick-baU. let them
begin tously. To Highly Im Ljjygjj, (jQ^n signing themselves
Donald, MacDougall, MacFintry . v-ii-v- uj
and Haggis. Purveyors of Scot-'^Uy- ‘ Mueve hi
tlsh Chain Saws, presently R e s t,
dent at No. 1. Scrooge Lane. ’TUC D A  Y  C O U R  ER Glasgow Crescent, Brigadoon: I nC  UMILT \- \J U t\l i- l \
Greetings and Salutations!” Publisher and Editor,
You could then go on In any R. P. MacLean
language you like to tell him pub^jbed every afternoon ex-
other by raising their swords be-Doyle ave., Kelowna, B.C. oy
fore they start murdering each The Kelowna Courier Limited, 
other, or am I living slightly In Authorized as Second Q ais
“ n  In,lnc.rlty«f the mod.
ern form of greeting which both- Ottawa. _
ers me. The whole original Idea Member of The Canadian Press, 
has completely changed. Today if Members Audit Bureau of Clr- 
anyone really wants to show af-Lyiations.
fection In a letter, he is apt to Canadian Press Is cxclu-
begln with this clarion call: . . use for rc-
"What Ho. You old *’}“8wumpl L qj an pews dispatches 
How s tricks. It is true that jt or to The Associated
when someone writes t? me and iitnicrs In this paper
begins: My Dear Arebdeacon J  ^ published
I can be fairly sure he is f i o i n g . *,i ji-w . of rebublica-
to be pleasant but when « bellow of special dispatches herein
who normally calls me by my , reserved
Christian name begins an cplsUe
with “Dear Sir” I know it is 8°* ,, ^
ing to be a stinker of a letter. livery, city ^
Then there is the matter o* » ^ 5 * ^  cf,u,^hnn°nrM 
ending. Nothing could be more 2 weeks. 
insincere than the modern meth- **
od of ending letters. I do It my- above,
self all the time. “Yours faith- By mail, in B.C., $6.00 per
__fully” , when you have ticked off year; $3.50 for 6 months: $2.00
"\lore Western languages* are cause”! am an optimist. But 56 is an acquaintance for a piece of for 3 months. Outside 1 ^ .  and 
spoken by our people*than Rus- a young age. so from that point skulldugpry, is just plain ^ypo- U .^A. $15.(W m M thr
Sian is spoken by yours. We of view I cannot understand your * crisy unless you wish to convey 16 months. S3.75 for 3 months.
Red Am bassador To Canada 
W ants M ore  Understanding
MONTREAL (CP) — Russia’s !you in Canada arc dynamic. We .make o n r acquaintance with
appreciate your economic devel 
opment.”
RUSSIANS KNOW WEST
He said the average Russian 
citizen knows far more about the 
West than W e s t e r n e r s  know 
about the Soviet Union. If West­
erners didn’t like Soviet art it 
was because they didn’t know it.
We know more about Western 
art than you know about ours 
It Is the same with language.
Western life directly, without any 
friendly or unlrlenaly internicu- 
iary.”
ITie main difference between 
Soviet and Western culture is 
that Soviet culture is “for all the 
people—not for a small number 
of highly educated people.”
A reporter asked Mr. Aroutun­
ian how he managed to look so 
much younger than his 56 years 
Laughing, he replied: "Be-
GOLDEN JUBILEE
LACHUTE. Quo.' (CP) -  Rev 
Superior Gabricl-Mnrlc of La- 
chute’s Providence Ho.spltnl was 
honored by the staff on her 50th
annivehsary .since t a k 1 n g re 
ion was to publicize Canada; nn-ligious vows.





We wi.sh to write an nn.swcr to 
Just A Father" and a few 
other thoughtless people.
On Saturday (Jan. 10) your 
paper printed a letter deploring 
the fact that the local police 
magistrate valued two human 
lives at $25. Anyone Hhould real­
ize that the fine was for a drlv 
ing offence. Value of Uvea did not 
enter the picture. Even "Just A 
Father" must rcaiiio that Mngls 
trato White M in no ixisltlon to 
assess the value of a human be 
ing. No iportnl man (not even 
the income tax department) can 
(lb this. It la a thing that only 
Oixl l.s in a iKisltion to do 
if our Interested parties would 
care to look back and #ec the 
picture printed in the Courier of 
tlie "death car" they will see 
that the right front corner was 
hit. Tlie road is rot so wide that 
tlie juvcnlie’s car could have 
tieon cqmiiletely on the outside ol 
old people’.# car, Therefore
BYGONE DAYS
the . .
the death car must have been
S ly on the wrong side of the also,
Jiist n Fatlier’u letter said the 
lad’s nnmet should hove been 
publicized to create more shame 
on the lad. This wopld serve no 
punxise bthcr than to bring to 
mi end n' life that np until this 
iwint has been nbovo reproach.
Jail term.s and publicity would 
probably ruin the hoy's future 
and would not help the dead in 
any way.
Also wliy have the writers so 
far hidden behind noni-de-plumes? 
Aro thi'y afraid of being laughed 
at? Tliis is why the Juvenile act 
give# anonymity to protect tlie 
young.
Every summer the local Jay 
coe unit has a teenage safe drlv 
Ing "road-eo." If a few of the 
writers of tlieso "Two for $25" 
letters would lend support (oven 
Just come mid watch», more good 
coulil be derlveil from these pro­
jects. We ask .ybii all to let past 
tliluR!i be. The mental anguish 
Uint the boy and his parents have 
suffered nnd will always suffer 
will be, more punishment than a 
$100,()0o fine or n 10-year jail 
term. ,
To keep on bringing up the sub­
ject will serve no pur]|)o,so what­
soever so why don’t the letter 
writers keep quiet alxint it nnd 
turn their attention to construe 
tlvo Instund of destructive use? 
Tlierc nre many thing# that a 
person can do tliat will hnv» 
good result In ami around Kel 
ownu. For a start why not help 
the old age iwnsioner.# .wm are so 
worried alKiut by n.sslsting to get 
them the old age pensioners 
nursing home? i
lUXiEH IAN COTTLE 
W, ROSS WIOHTMAN
10 YEARS AGO 
January. 1949 
The Canadian Red Cross Badge
of Service was presented to F .| 
Marriage by C. R. Bull, presi­
dent of the Kelowna branch, at 
the annual meeting. Mr. Mar-| 
riage accepted the badge on be­
half of the pupils and teachers of| 
the district.
Out of a total of 19 traffic ac­
cidents reported to city police | 
during the months of December, 
nine people were Injured, while 
property damage amounted to 
$4,318, according to the Decem­
ber police report submitted tol 
city council.
20 YEARS AGO 
January, 1939
RUTLAND—The new wing of 
the frame school is now in use, 
the classes moving out of the 
baaenicnt rooms of the brick 
.school last week, nnd moving 
into tholr new light and airy 
quarters. In ndilitlon to providing 
proper class rbom.s, there are 
also two teachers’ rooms, nnd 
for the first time the school is 
also equipped with adequate 
wash rooms and sanitary faclU- 
tics.
A ' ' r  :
^4
30 YEARS AGO 
January, 1929
During the month of December 
102 patients were treated at the 
Kelowna Hospital, a total of 054 
(lays treatment being given.
40 YEARS AGO 
January. 1010
Considering that seed growing 
is but an infant industry in Brlt- 
Ish Columbia, the S6od Fair or 
Exhlbltlpn held , hero this week 
ins proved a groat success 
There were 201 entries, nnd ex­
hibits in nearly all classes were 
utlged hlgli liv quality.
50 YEARS AGO 
January, 1000
fj.S, "Okanagan" only went ns 
far south as Siimpicrlnnd on 
Monday, there being about 300 
yards o( ice to break through at 
Penticton in order to reach the 
whnril. . .
BIBLE BRIEF
I put a Jewel on t^y forehead 
anil earrings In thine' ears, and 
a b'eanUful erowh upon thine 
ht^ad,—Eheklel 16:12.
It we arc Indeed God's children, I 
owned by Him,,our cxallalton WlUj 




l)e«t cure for po«t-Chrlstmis he#dtoho~a DNS Clirl»lmM Gift Account
Guess who wishes he’d opened a  
BNS Ghrisfanas Gift Account last year?
Thero’a nothing Uko a thick layerofbilh to smother 
post-Christmns joyl Yet it’e one money worry 
thnl'a cosily avoided. How ? . . .  by opening a Christ-
The eorliei you start, the more you’ll have on 
hand come Christmas . . .  so, visit your nearest 
BNS branch and open a 1959 Christmas Gift
mas Gift Account nt The Bank of Nova Scolio now. Account today! \
T i n o  B f c A W i l C  o f f
Worelh«-!5Mbr«nchMacreiiCenad««Bdlnl®n4#rt‘ NtwY.H».J«mute«.CulM|^.P«^^^ ,
DemlnUunRepuWk. Boh«m « - Trinjdud. BartMidae. Cwfwpendenit Ih* world over.
M a n a g e r : K elow na B ronnli, K e n n e th  B . M acN eil.
\
M O N E Y  
P R O B L E M S ?  
SOLVnilCM WITH A
L O A N
I/iw inonilily repayment#
Life Iniiumi at mi extra co»l l« you
The Daily Courier
K E L O W N A  a n d  D IS T R IC T
Kelowna, British Columbia Tuesday, January 13, 1959 Page 3
City Seeks O ttaw a  
Aid For W o rk  Plans
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE UP
Provisional Budget Adopted; 




City of Kelowna intends to ap­
ply for federal government pay­
roll assistance in the sum of $21,- 
519 to help finance a winter 
works program that will help al­
leviate current unemployment.
This is in keeping with Ot­
tawa's suggestion that munici­
palities undertake certain allow­
able projects, on which, when 
approved, Ottawa would share in 
50 per cent of the direct payroll 
costs.
The sum of $21,519 would be 
half of the payroll costs on the 
projects the city has in mind.
Meanwhile, the city council, In 
its provisional budget, has set
OES MEMBERS M AKING  FREE CANCER DRESSINGS
For 10 years members of 
Eastern Star have met weekly 
to make dressings, distributed 
all over province for cancer 
patients. Thirty-eight Kelowna
patients benefit from free dres­
sings, Shown here from left to 
right are: (standing) Mrs. F. 
T Bunce; Mrs. J. L. Hooper. 
Penticton (holding charter pre­
sented to local groupi; Mrs. R.
J. Buchanan; Mrs. L. Cole- 
brook; Mrs. G. S. Hill and 
Mrs. W. V. Witt; (seatedt Mrs. 
A. W. Rowles and Mrs. W. Y. 
Fray, (Courier staff photo.)
Assessment Values Climb By Nearly 
$2,000,000 Over Last Year's Total
, . , v :
1 ^ -
Tentative assessed values for 
the city of Kelowna and on which 
the 1959 taxes will be based have 
gone up nearly $2,000,000 over the 
figures for 1958.
Total of assessed values, which 
still arc subject to change by the 
court of revision, is $28,073,203 
for 1959, as compared with $26,- 
309,743 for the previous year.
Tlie rise in assessment totals 
was disclosed at Monday night’s 
city council meeting when City 
Assessor J. E. Markle presented 
his first report of the new year. 
He explained to council there 
were two main changes during 
the year just passed that caused 
the increase in assessments for 
1959.
NEW CONSTRUCTION
With respect to land assess
ment in the city, Mr. Markle ex­
plained that a reassessment of 
residential land had been made 
during the year, to maintain the 
level of assessments as requir­
ed by the provincial government. 
The 1959 total on taxable land is 
$4,730,927, while the 1958 figure 
was $3,938,542.
The upward climb in taxable 
improvements (other t h a n  
school) to $16,878,400 for 1959 
from $16,030,050 in 1958 was due 
almost entirely to new construe' 
tion, though in some cases, ac­
cording to Mr. Markle, there was 
a revision of depreciation allow' 
ance on older buildings as “ indi 
cated in sales analysis.”
Land exempt this year is up to 
$943,755 f r o m  1958’s $828,715 
while total of improvements. ex'
FIRM  EXPONENT OF HOBBIES
At 80, Retired Doctor Still 
Spreads Cheer At
VERNON — Vernon’s greatly 
revered, retired physician. Dr. 
Frank E. Pettman, celebrated his 
80th birthday earlier this month.
Born in Ontario, Dr. Pettman 
first came to the Okanagan in 
1900. After a period spent in the 
world's far places, he returned 
to the valley In 1926, because he 
thought the climate, and the 
people, "were'about the best in 
the world.”
Dr. Pettman graduated from 
the University of Toronto in 1910, 
nnd interned in Toronto and New 
York hospitals.
He served with the Royal Can­
adian Army Medical Corps in 
World War I, and served with the 
Canadian Expeditionary Force 
from 1915 to 1919.
WORLD TRAVELLER
After many experiences and 
travels which took him from 
China to the Gold Const of Africa, 
nnd following recovery from a 
long, and serious illness. Dr.
from
Pettman entered into partnership 
with Vernon doctors. After prac­
tising here for 17 years, he re­
tired in 1947.
He is a life member of Ver­
non Rotary Club and St. John 
Ambulance. For years he super­
vised the Rotary Club Red Cross 
water safety classes at Kalamal- 
ka Lake. He is a member of Ver­
non United Church, the City Club 
and the Masonic Order. Among 
his hobbies is that of polishing 
stones and woodworking.
Dr. Pettman is perhaps best 
known for his hospital visiting.
Two or three times every week 
he visits Jubilee Hospital, where 
he brings cheer and encourage­
ment to his friends. On Sundays, 
he visits his sick friends in their 
homes.
He i.s a firm exponent of the 
value of a hobby. As for his re­
cipe for longevity, he advises 
everyone to take life easy alter 
60.
empt is down to $2,662,500 
1958’s $2,797,600.
HIGHER MILL VALUE 
Tlie amount of money that one 
mill will provide has also gone up 
in keeping with the increased as­
sessment.
Based on the tentative assess­
ment figures, which will be close 
to the final assessment total, the 
value of one mill for school pur­
poses will be $19,374.90. A year 
ago, the value of one mill for 
school purposes was $17,859.84.
The value of one mill for other 
than school purposes, based on 
the above 1959 figures, which still 
are not final, would be $17,389.73, 
as compare<l with the value of 
$15,961.08 in 1958.
livese figures are based on 100 
per cent on land and 75 per cent 
of improvement assessment be­
ing taxable.
NOTICES MAILED
Changes to be made to the as­
sessment totals given - above 
won’t be known until after the 
Feb. 2 sitting of the court of re­
vision.
Close to 4,000 assessment not­
ices went out to ratepayers in the 
city several days ago, according 
to Mr. Markle. Those who decide 
to appeal the assessment must 
file intention to do so before Jan. 
17.
.The three-man court of re­
vision, appointed by the provin­
cial government, will sit in City 
Hall at 10 a.m. Feb. 2.
aside the sum of $150,000 to fin­
ance any winter works projects 
that will be or are being under­
taken.
Aid. Jack Treadgold, in charge 
of the city’s public works depart­
ment, explained that the $1M.OOO 
was Included in the budget ”in 
the event that it is needed.” 
BIGGEST PROJECT
Kelowna’s proposed winter 
works projects are to be forward 
ed to Victoria, from where they 
will be sent on to Ottawa for ajj- 
proval (or rejection, or modifica 
tion).
Biggest project the city public 
works department has in mind is 
one that would cost an estimated 
$87,406, all told, and including 
$12,225 as Ottawa’s fifty - fifty 
share on direct payroll costs.
It is the construction of a sew 
er gravity line from the disposal 
plant to Sutherland Avenue, 
along Ethel St.
In all there are five proposed 
projects, but others may be add­
ed later.
Other proposed projects to be 
sent oh to Ottawa for approval 
are: crushing gravel for the city’s 
use during the year; building a 
rock retaining wall along Mill 
Creek; sidewalk construction and 
building storm sewers. Exten­
sions for the latter would amount 
to 4,000 feet.
A provisional budget of nearly 
$1,000,000 was adopted by city 
council by resolution Monday 
night
Actual amount was ^60,500, 
deemed necessary to keep the 
city going until a final budget 
for the year is approved. Dead­
line for approval of the year's 
budget is May 15
The $960,500 provisional budget 
is the amount of expenditure est­
imated for the period Jan. 1 toi 
May 31. Such a budget is requir­
ed by the municipal act.
City Comptroller Douglas Her­
bert in presenting the provisional 
budget, reminded the council that 
under the municipal act, no ex­
penditures are i>ermitted in any 
department unless a budget is 
filed with Victoria.
pared in December, but Us «i>- 
proval was withheld pending « de» 
cislon on what winter works pro­
jects the city would undertake 
and arriving at an estimate of 
their cost,
(See story above.)
Accordinglj’, the sum of $150.- 
000 was added to the provisional 
budget, boosting the total to the 
$960,500 mark.
Largest single sum set aside is 
$175,000 earmarked for the elect­
rical department. i
Another big slice is $100,000 
labelled for public works equip­
ment, street maintenance, mos- 
miito and flood control, sidewalk 
construction and drainage.
A year ago the provisional bud­
get amounted to $668,600, whiltt 
last year’s final budget, approv-
The budget actually was pre- ed May 12, was for $1,773,801.
Gtizens Warned To Be W ary 
Of Jamaica Lottery Tickets
RCMP In the district have 
warned residents of a sweep­
stake operation they describe as 
"questionable.”
The lottery goes under the 
name of “The Jamaica Turf 
Club Sweepstake — (Governor’s 
Cup,” and apparently pamphlets 
soliciting for the tickets have 
been mailed to several local per­
sons since Christmas.
Residents who have received 
the literature have been asked to 
purchase the tickets at $1 each or 
a book of 12 for $10. The agent 
uses a Jamaican address, and in­
dicates a receipt would be sent 
on payment of the purchase 
price. It also quotes a figure of 
£20,000 as top prize money for a
race to be run April 4 of this 
year.
Police also said that the pur­
chase or sale of sweepstake 
tickets is illegal in Canada, and 
punishable under the criminal 
code.
They aSk that the tickets be 
brought into the local office it 
any more ore received in tho 
future.
DIRECTOR OF K tr S  LATEST 
“KIND LADY”
PRODUCTION,
KLT Production "Kind Lady" 




On Job A t 
Britannia
City council was accused of 
discrimination ns It approved 
tenders for insurance coverage In 
four categories — for a sum that 
meant a savings (over three 
, years) of $3,011.75 compared with 
the premiums the city has paid 
over the past three years.
The charge of discrimination 
was made by Roger Sugors of 
Carnithers and Melkle, which 
firm has handled tho majority of 
the city’s Insurance business over 
the past several ycnr.s.
Mr. Sugars used the word "dis­
crimination” twice In prcllmln- 
nry discussions before council 
finally approved, by rcsplutlons. 
the acceptance of tenders.
He was referring spcclllcally to 
the hiito fleet contract, in T^hlch 
five firms bid the same nipount— 
$l,B52.57-whlch was the lowcri 
tender offered.
SAME TlilNDER 
A resolution already had been 
prepared (and needed only to be 
voted upon) that would award tho 
contract to Okanagan Invest 
ments Ltd., which also tendered 
one of the five lowcjit bids,
Mr. Sugars claimed that his 
firm should receive the contract 
because iU bid wa.s tho same nnd 
because it had serviced the city 
previously. His firm was award­
ed two of the lesser contracts 
while the two largest ones went 
to Okanagan Inve:|tments.
1 Carndher.s ' rtnd' Melkle was 
awarded the $350 contract (three 
years) for money nnd securities 
bn^ad forn> |>ollc,v. and the 1423,37 
(three years* contract for prim­
ary commercial blanket fidelity’; 
bond i>oUcy. '
\
In addition to winning the $1,- 
852,57 (annilnl) contract for the 
automotive fleet, Okanagan In­
vestments landed the blanket 
fire policy contract for $9,352 
(three years) the largest contract 
of nil.
Mr. Sugars' firm’s bid for tho 
latter was just a little over'$1,000 
more. Closest bid to Okanagan In­
vestment on the blanket fire con­
tract was Fruit Growers Mutual 
with a tender of $0,913.49,
THREE REDUCED 
Present blanket fire , premium 
being paid Is $12,228.85.
Tendering for tho insurance 
brought reductions in three of 
the four categories, Including 
nenrly 93,000 in tho blanket \ fire 
prcnalum. , ^
There were lesser savings for 
the primary commercial blanket 
Rdcllty bond policy nnd for the 
money nnd securities broad form 
|X)llcy, while In the case of tho 
auto fleet insurance, the five 
equal nnd lowest bids tendered 
enme to actually the <snme 
amount (11,852.57) currently be­
ing paid by the city annually.
BRITANNIA BEACH, B.C, 
(CP)—Ninety men now are work' 
ing at the recently reopened Bri­
tannia Copper Mine here and 
management said Monday It cx 
pects 350 will be employed by 
mld-Fobrunry.
A. G. Klrkyand, general man­
ager of Howe Sound Mining Com 
pany, operators of the mine, said 
preference will be given to vet­
eran company employees.
Mr. Kirkland said the com­
pany now is engaged solely la 
m i n i n g  operations. Company 
houses have been sold nnd a 
company-owned theatre will not 
be operated.
He said copper prices had 
dropped from 30 to 28 cents a 
pound since the company de­
cided to reopen tho mines in 
November, 1958.
"Tlds maHcs tho future look 
pretty black, but I*m going to see 
t through. We'll make a go of 
t  if we can."
iho  mine will produce 1,200 
tons dally. In 10.57 production 
totalled 3,500 tons dally and 750 
men were employed. Thirty 
years ago the mine prorluccd as 
much ns 7,000 tons dally.
"Kind Lady" is only a week 
away!
Such an observation is not 
likely to send the average person 
into spasms of uncontrolled jit­
ters, but all those who are an­
xiously awaiting the. presentation 
of the latest Kelowna Little 
Theatre effort are understand­
ably excited.
And those who will be taking 
part in the play, on the stage and 
behind the scenes? They, too, 
are excited . . . keen and getting 
sharper by the day as curtain 
time approaches.
Weeks of preparations by the 
cast reach the dress rehearsal 
stage Friday.
Reserved seats for the product­
ion, which runs two days—Tues­
day and Wednesday of next week 
at Empress theatre may be 
procured now at Long Super 
Drugs.
Director (>f "Kind Lad.v” is 
Alice W insb^women’s editor of 
the Daily Courier and a familiar 
and popular figure on the KLT 
stage.
Last spring she produced the 
"mellcrdrammer’’—"Love Rides 
the Ralls." This was Kelowna's 
first taste of that kind of enter­
tainment,
As an actress, even her local 
performances are numerous. In 
her first role for KLT In 1952, as 
Doto in "A Phconlx Too Fre­
quent," she captured tho best 
actress award at Penticton In tlio 
South Okanagan regional festival.
In 1956, playing the part of 
Octavia in "One Evening at 
Nero's,” she was rewarded with
two best supporting actress 
trophies, in the local and region­
al festivals.
With a background of stage 
work since childhpod, Mrs. Wins- 
by undertook play direction in 
Kelowna a few years ago and 
play-goers can look forward to a 
fascinating evening with the pre­
sentation of the suspense drama, 




VERNON—A convention of the 
North Okanagan-Mainline real 
estate board will set up a mul­
tiple listing service in the Oka­
nagan, to begin March 1, The 
convention is set for Vernon Jan. 
17.
Plans were made last week by 
the Vernon real estate board to 
host this convention, which will 
bring real estate representatives 
from Penticton, Kelowna, Sum- 
merland, Peachland, Vernon, 
Kamloops, Armstrong, Salmon 
Arm and Enderby to this city. A 
member of the Vancouver Real 
Estate board will address the 
gathering.
George Castonguay is president 
of the Vernon real estatejxiard; 
Emil Anhorn, treasurer ;”̂ Lionel 
Mercier, chairman of the investi­
gating committee for multiple 
listing service, with Mrs. Joan 
iHalko, publicity chairman.
PARKING PROHIBITED
Parking of motor vehicles will 
be prohibited on Pandosy St. 
alongside City Esso Service sta­
tion following action taken by 
city council Monday night. Park­
ing poses hazards at the Hervey 
Ave. intersection, the coimcil 
feels.
CITY LOTS FOR SALE
City council Monday night de­
cided to post the tentative sale 
of three lots in the 700 block 
Crowley Ave. after Vincent J . 
Curran submitted a tender of 
$900 for the lots for the purpose 
of erecting an auto body shop.
Consumption of electrical power 
in the city during 1958 was .83 
per cent over that for the pre­
vious year, Aid. Donald Horton 
reported to city council Monday 
night. Increase during December 
over the corresponding month of 
1957 was .97 per cent.
PARAMOUNT
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, JAN. 13 AND 14
Brian Keith — Rita Gam
2Qk COLOR by DE LUXE C in e iv ia S c o p £
Evening Shows at 7 • 8:20
LOLLOBRIGIDi f' ' .
tiluud b,2011
Mliny.Fn COLOR by O I  LUXK
Plus at 8:20 only
Auto Flip Sends 
Man To Hospital
A Kelowna district man, Gil­
bert Yard, sustained head injur­
ies in an accident yesterday when 
his auto went out of control on a 
slippery corner of the Highway 
97.
Police said Mr. Yard’s car was 
northbound in I the vicinity of 
Reid’s corner when he apparent­
ly lost control of his vehicle shor­
tly after passing another car.
His car cro.ssed tho road and 
landed upside down in the ditch 
on the left side of tho highway.'
A police officer said road con­
ditions were treacherous at tho 




VANCOUVER (CP)-Slx huh 
dred, Vancouver postal workcra 
will bo asked to join ,a nation- 
wide deniand for a $40 a ntonlh 
wage bhosU
N A M E D  P R E S ID E N T
Peachland Has Own 
Barber Shop Again
PEACHMND-Penchlnnd will 
have Ita own barber shop again 
shortly.
Mort Morton of Pcntl(^n Is 
opening a barber shop Jnii. 10 In 
the building ndjnccnt to the 
Peachland Coffee Bjjr and will bo 
open for business on Mondn,vs 




Board of zoning appeal will 
have Us first decision of the now 
yenr to itinko Friday when It 
meets to deal with an appeal 
mod(? by a local resident who 
ho$v.Û ,cn refused a building per- 
nnit nn apartment house on 
R(^iei(nend Ave.
Qelorgc Lannaark, 508 Suther­
land Ave., has appealed against 
th(j decision of Building Inspect­
or A. E, Clark, who turned 
down the npnrtmont house bid 
because of the proposed size of 
Ihc side yards.
According to tho sketch plan 
submitted by Mr, Lnnmark the 
side yard will be considerably 
smaller than tho ininimum size 
of 12 feet ns provided for In the 
city's zoning bylaws,
Tlio zoning appeal board will 
sit in tlie council chamber at 
City Hall at 10 a.m. Friday.
ClifTord T. Foley, was np- 
pointe<i Prraldont nnd eloeted 
n (llrectbrofCanadian Melrose 
Distillorn Limited, Vancouver, 
jd,C„ following tho annual 
meeting of sharelioldcrs and 
dircctora of Uio company hold 
recently.
HEADS KIWA8SA CLUB
VERNON — Mrs. Blair Jack- 
son has been elected president of 
the Vernon Klwnssa Club. Vice- 
president is Mrs, To(n Barton: 
secretary, Mrs, Ronald Gilbert: 
treasurer, Mr.s. Peter Binder, 
publicity chairman, Mrs. , Max 
Fithlbr.
Cruise t o  Panama
27 Day Excursion
Seattle* to Balboa, Canal Zona 
and return.
Only 9365.00
Fine modern ships . . . luxury 
passenger nccommodallon . .  . 
for furtherdctnlls cnll '
Kelowna 
Travel Service
2.53 B ernard Ave. F|ion« 4i(43
THE
f CANADIAf
' '  OF COM
Y o u , too, c a n  g e t a
P E R S O N A L  L O A N
Our Personal Loan service is organized to meet 
the wide range of needs of a wide fange of people.
Personal Loans are available at any one of our 
more than 800 branches . . .
for any worthwhile purpose . .  •
for from one to three years . .
A  loan is readily repaid 
through regulaV monthly deposits.
C A N A D I A N  B A N K
P ro v id in g  S fM c lo ffia il P araan al jfiK in  aarv/ca ainca 1 93 4
' , , V)'■'T.-'.i-' ■ i








Kelowna hockey fans have to I 5. Poor promotion. This was 







to Mayor R. F. Parkinson 
Speaking to a group of business 
men, service group representa­
tives and hockey enthusiasts that 
bulged the City Hall council cha­
mbers to capacity, Mayor Park­
inson said he felt that the i^ople 
were out of the habit of going to 
hockey games, and needed to 
have the habit revived.
The hour and a half meeting, 
which encroached on the city 
council meeting’s time, brought 
out a host ol suggestions, for im­
provement of the local hockey 
picture, and alleviation of the fin­
ancial strain to the players, now 
Conducting the senior "A” hoc­
key club as a co-operdtive
Reasons for the slump in atten­
dance at hockey games was a t 
tributed to;
1. Fan apathy. The majority of 
the people expressed the feeling | 
that the club was the best the 
city has ever seen, and the brand 
of hockey excellent, but felt that 
fans were unenthusiastic, regard­
less.
2. Indifferent coverage. Both 
newspaper and radio were nam­
ed as being lax and unenthusias­
tic in their coverage of the hoc­
key situation. Failure of the 
newspaper to give the Packers’ 
Russian trip good coverage, and 
lack of comment on the poor 
showing of the U.S. nationals 
against the Russian touring hoc­
key club, compared with the 
Packers’ showing, were mention­
ed specifically.
3. ’Ticket prices. There was a 
split of opinion here, with a num 
ber of men feeling prices were 
too high, other feeling there 
should be a cheaper rush admis 
sion, and stil others feeling there 
should be a range in seat priceS  ̂
according to their desirability.
4. Economic conditions. The 
present sawmill strike and the 
high rate of unemployment were 
cited as contributing factors to 
the attendance slump, although it 
was pointed out that the slump 
occurred long before the strike 
or the unemployment.
hind the Kamloops debacle, and 
good promotion was named as 
the factor in the recent revival up 
there.
Pressed by Mayor Parkinson to 
declare themselves, the Rotary. 
Board of Trade, Kinsmen, Curl­
ing Club, Lions, Gyros, arena 
commission and Canadian Legion 
pledged themselves to get behind 
a blitz to sell 1,000 third-quarter 
season ticket blocks, valued at 
J11.25, for $10.
Ralph Hermanson asked the 
business men present at the 
meeting why they couldn’t suj>- 
ply jobs for the three or four 
members of the club who were 
not working at present.
CANUCKS COME TO TOWN 
WITH 18-POINT DEFICIT
Coach George Agar’s Vernon Canadians will be seek­
ing to whittle on the 18-point lead the Packers maintain 
over them, when they play the league leaders in the 
Memorial Arena tonight at 8.
With Willie Schmidt back out of the “mothballs,” 
the Canucks have been staging a determined bid to con­
solidate themselves in second spot, and harry the leaders.
The Packers will be playing their third game as a 
co-op club, and hoping for a crowd.
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
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Russian Pucksters
In Boston
Mayor Parkinson speeded up 
the operation, and set the date 
for a general meeting with the 
general public as W e^esday. 8 
p.m., in the Aquatic.
Blow-by-blow, these were some 
of the oi^nions expressed at the 
meeting:
REG MULUNS (Kamloops, 
called upon by Mayor Parkinson) 
—“Saving hockey for this year 
is easy, just a routine promotional 
scheme.” “Paul Thompson told 
me that senior “ A" hockey, as 
such is just about through here, 
however." “ We should have a 
top level meeting of all the com­
munities In the valley concerned 
with hockey.’’
JIM MIDDLETON (team cap­
tain, and, spokesman)—“Players 
hope to keep hockey alive, but 
need some operating funds . . . 
think the club is the best ever 
iced in Kelowna, but feel the 
business men and service clubs 
could helo encourage support," 
BOB GIORDANO (manager of 
co-op club)—“People used to say 
to me, ‘Get a contender, and 
we‘ll pack the arena‘.‘‘ “I don’t 
agree that it’s TV, or prices 
Powell River averages 1,500 per 
game with senior “B" hockey, 
and Belleville, with a poorer club 
than ours jammed in 2 , ^  the 
other night."
JACK O’REILLY (coach of the 
Packers)—“We’ve done the best 
we can, and we don’t understand 
it.” “’The players are the best 
people we’ve ever had in Kel­
owna , . . the press prints letters 
detrimental to the club, especial­
ly ones by that guy who signs 
himself J. J. Morrow." “All we 
ask is enthusiasm from the good 
people in our community, and 
we’ll not have to fold.”
TOM TOMIYE (Rotary presi­
dent)—“We’ll help all we can 
. . .  if some of the boys come to 
our meeting (today) we’ll see 
how many tickets we can sell.” 
S. B. HARRISON SMITH
(Board of Trade) “We are aU to« 
prone to overlook the publicity 
value of a good hockey club like 
the Packers . . . We will co» 
Unue to try to stlmuluate hockey 
Interest, even if only from a aeip 
fish viewpoint.”
AL PYETT (Kinsmen)—“We 
will give all the help we can.”  
DOUG MAXWEIX (business 
man)—“I think a radio auction 
might help."
H. A. TRUSWELL (curUng duk 
president)—“I don’t think people 
generally appreciate the calibre 
of people playing the game . . . 
We have arrang^  our schedules 
so they won’t conflict with hoo­
key games.”
DR. JAMES RANKINE (Uons)
. . . “We have a special Interest 
in hockey, since we sell cushions 
to help the blind at the games, 
but you niay be sure we'll sell as 
many tickets as possible.” Two 
questions should be asked on 
Wednesday—“Why is attendance 
poor? and What to do about it?” 
ROY POLLARD (Gyros) — 
"Gyros have always supported 
hockev . . .  we have tickets for 
Tuesday’s game and intend to 
take the Vernon Gyros as guests 
, , . cink if the newspaper had 
printed more reports of the 
club's situation, instead of be­
littling the other cities, people 
would know what was going on.” 
REX RHODES (private citizen) 
—“Think the press and radio 
give poor coverage. I’m no Jour­
nalist, but 1 am sure that the 
press and radio could help with 
beter write-uos."
0. B. BOAKE (arena commis­
sion) “We'll help with business 
arrangements."
LEN LEATHLEY (business 
man) “Let's all talk it up by 
word of mouth, and forget about 
the past, and recriminations.” 
CAM LIPSETT (former hockey 
“It's not price, it’s en­
thusiasm. Let's talk it up at th« 
i.j.ioe counter.”
BOSTON (AP) — The touring 
Russian hockey team planned 
some sightseeing for relaxation 
today before making its eighth 
and f i n a l  appearance in the 
United States against Philadel­
phia Ramblers.
SATURDAY G YM  CLASSES STARTING
“It’s a topsy-turvy world,” 
says 10 year-old Sandy Hub­
bard, as she does a handstand, 
with a bit of help from gymnas­
tic teacher Hellevi Cooper. 
Sandy was one of the first girls
to enter in the Saturday morn­
ing class that Mrs. Cooper 
plans to hold in the Centennial 
Hall, from 10-11:30, each Satur­
day. The girls, age 8-12, will 
have exercises, games, tumb­
ling and other gymnastic exer­
cises as the equipment becomes 
available. Registration is by 
phone, and any parents with 
girls who are interested in 
joining may phone 4878 for fur­
ther information.
Aussies Crush British 
In Third Cricket Test
Hryciuk Holding 
Hot Point Pace
SYDNEY, Australia (Reuters) 
Australia crushed England’s last 
hope of winning the third cricket 
test match today by gaining a 
first-innings lead of 138 runs.
The Australians, already two- 
up in the five-match series, were 
all out for 357 in answer to Eng­
land's 219, Australia had time to 
bowl only one over before the 
close, and off that England 
scored one run without loss in 
Its second innings.
A draw is the best England can 
hope for in this game and they 
must do that if they are to keep
Steelers Rookie 
Name Tops In '5 8
NEW YORK (AP)—Jimmy Orr, 
an unheralded offensive end who 
gained stature with Pittsburgh 
Steelers ns the season pro­
gressed, today was voted the Na 
tionnl Football League’s 1958 
rookie of the year in a close 
race with Bobby M i t c h e l l  of 
Cleveland Browns.
Orr, who did his college play­
ing for Georgia University, re­
ceived 16 votes of the 41 football 
writers voting In the annual Ass 
elated Press poll. Mitchell, 
Kfwedy halfback who started the 
season ns if he were going to run 
off with first-year honors only 
to slow down in the final weeks 
received nine votes.
In nil, nine freshmen were 
nominated. Tackle Lou Michaels 
of Los Angeles, Rams, backback 
Rny Brown, Baltimore Colts, and 
halfback Phil King of New York 
Giants received four votes each. 
Single votes went to four other 
pln.vers. '
\ T^o 21 - year - old Orr, who 
> weighs only 185 pounds, caught 
I 33 pns.scs, seven for touchdowns, 
! and gained 010 yards.
the Ashes,” mythical symbol of 
supremacy in, the series between 
the two teams. England has held 
the ashes since 1953.
AUSTRALIA SLUMPS 
The fourth day’s play began 
with England's spin bowlers, 
Tony Lock and Jim Laker, claim­
ing three quick wickets, and Aus­
tralia’s score slumped from the 
overnight 184 for three to 208 for 
six.
Then came a spirited seventh 
wicket stand between left-hand­
ers Ken Mackay and Alan David 
son, who blunted the England at­
tack with a partnership of 115 in 
three hours, which enabled Aus­
tralia to gain a tight grip on the 
game.
EIGHT BOUNDARIES
Mackay hit six fours in mak­
ing 57, and Davidson, playing 
some solid shots off the back 
foot, found the boundary eight 
times in scoring 71. Both men 
gave their best test perform­
ances against England but once 
they had been parted the end of 
the innings came quickly.
Sharing the day’s honors were 
Laker and Lock. They bowled 
steadily and gained six of the 
seven wickets that fell today. La­
ker finished with five wickets for 
107 and Lock four for 130.
Bathgate On All-Stars, 
Rocket And Howe Alliss
MONTREAL (CP)
Indian Leaders 
Fail To Agree 
On Ottawa Aid
HOPE (CP)-Morc than 65 
Indian Icaciors from acros.s B.C. 
failed to agree Sunday on dis­
posal of n sjwclal $100,000 federal 
grant to the provlncrc's Indians.
, Nor did they agree bn sclccUon 
of n i^epresentativc for the ad­
visory Iward which will sit with 
Indian Comml^.sloner W, S. Amell 
In administering the grant.
The group ,nt the siraciol meet­
ing inchideii 12 chiefs from the 
(igcnclea of  ̂Kamlooiia. Nicola. 
I*ytton. New Westmln-sier and 
Vnnmiver, ,
Tt\o comihon May bceiie lins 
antennae ihat are built Uae the 
«hUcri of a moose.
members of Montreal Canadlcns, 
two of Detroit Red Wings and 
one of New York Rangers were 
voted to the National H o c k e y  
League's all-star team in the 
bnllottlng at the half-way mark 
of the sca.son, the league an­
nounced today.
Tlie first-team choices were: 
Goal, Terry Sawchuk, Detroit; 
defence, Tom Johnson, Montreal, 
and Marcel Pronovo.st, Detroit; 
centre, Henri Richard, Montreal; 
right wing, Andy Bathgate, New 
York; loft wing, Dickie Moore, 
Montreal.
Voting was close for all iwsl 
lions except left wing. Moore re 
eelved 86 of a imssiblc 90 point.s, 
Closest to him for that position 
was Alex Delvccehlo of Detroit, 
with 32 |K)ints.
Sawchuk received 75 points, 
Johnson 60, Pronovost 54, Henri 
RIchnrd 53 and Bathgate 69. 
SECOND TEAM 
The second team, with points 
for each player: ' >
Goal, Jncqne.s Plante, Mont­
real ((56); defence, Bill Gad.sby, 
New York, (52) and Fern Fln- 
mnn, Boston, (48); centre, Jean 
Bellveau, MonUcal, (47); right 
wing, Bernlo Gcoffrion, Monlrenl, 
(49); left wing, Alex Delvecchlo, 
Detroit. 132),
Voting was done by hockey 
writers, broadcasters and tele- 
ensters in the six NHL cities. 
Points were awarded on a 5-3-1 
basis for flrit, second and third 
cholcM. Tim selectors will vote 
again at ,tho end of the season, 
liie  combined re.suU.s will det<*r- 
mlne the makeup of theVtenn'is,
Three and Doug Harvey of Montreal,
Tlie selectors plumped heavily 
for Bathgate and Geoffrlon for 
the rightwing spot. Both have 
been jockeying for the league 
scoring lend. Howe wasn't far 
back, with 40 points, but the 
Rocket had only three.
PENTICTON (CP)—Bill Hry- 
ciuk and Gerry Prince of Kam­
loops continued to make a sham­
bles of the Okanagan Senior 
Hockey League individual scor­
ing race last week.
Statistics released Mon d a y  
show Hryciuk leading the pack 
with 84 pwints on 37 goals and 
47 assists.
Prince is second, 11 points 
back, with 29 goals and 44 as­
sists. Gerry Goyer, high-scoring 
Kelowna Packers rookie, is third 
with 68 points on 35 goals and 
33 assists while Vernon’s Odie 
Lowe is fourth with 55 points and 
Kelowna’s Russ Kowalchuk fifth 
with 52.
Dave Gatherum of Kelowna 
maintained his lead as the 
league’s top goaltender. He has 
allowed 128 goals in 35 games 
for a 3.6 goals-against record. 
Ken Kuntz of Kamloops is next 
with a 4.5 record.
The Leaders:
G A Pts Pirn 
Hryciuk, Kamloops 37 47 84 32 
Prince, Kamloops 29 44 73 4
Goyer, Kelowna 35 33 68 47
Lowe, Vernon 28 27 55 20
Kowalchuk. Kel. 22 30 52 135 
Trentini, Vernon 17 32 49 34
King, Vernon 17 29 46 85
Young, Kelowna 25 21 46 12
Nadeau, Penticton 27 18 45 45
Moro, Vernon 32 13 45 15
Penalties in minutes by clubs: 
Penticton 392, Kamloops 576, Ver­
non 645, Kelowna 768.
Record of goalkeepers;
G Ga So Avg 
Gatherum. Kel. 35 128 2 3.6
Kuntz, Kamloops 33 148 2 4.5
Zanier, Penticton 34 157 0 4,6
Moog, Penticton 5 23 1 4.6
Gordon, Vernon 37 181 1 4.9
J
RUSS KOWALCHUK 






The Soviets breezed past Har­
vard 11-1 Monday night before 
11,880 Boston Garden fans. They 
have won five games and tied 
two. The trip ends in Philadel­
phia Wednesday night.
Russian coach Anatol Tarasov 
told Harvard coach Cooney Wel­
land he was sorry the score went 
so high.
“I don’t know why it happened 
but sometimes it happens that 
way,” Tarasov said.
Weiland, a former star with 
B o s t o n  Brains of the National 
Hockey Lergue, said:
“If you forechecked these guys 
they’d .'•jore at will. They are op­
portunists, that’s all. They don’t 
wastr efforts skating around aim- 
les.sly.
“They take a few strikes, stop, 
and pass to set up a play. They 
are better than any college or 
amateur team in the U n i t e d  
States.
“Control is their secret. They 
slide the puck back and forth ra­
ther than slap it.”
Harvard goaltender H a r o l d  
Pratt, who made 32 saves to 18 
for his Soviet counterpart, said 
the Russians screened very well. 
SHOTS LIKE BULLETS 
“I n e v e r  saw five of their 
goals,” Pratt said. “They hit the 
corners beautifully. And their 
long shots are like, bullets hitting 
a cement wall when you try to 
stop them.”
Bennie Bertini, a trainer from 
Lexington, Mass., who is ac­
companying the Russian team on 
the tour, says:
“The big thing about them Is 
their physical condition, their in­
credible strength. They have 350, 
maybe 400 different exorcises 
they do before a game. They’ll 
do any little thing that
Howe, Litzenberger Move 
To NHL Scoring Pinnacle
261 their hockey.”
MONTREAL (CP) — Gordie 
Howe of Detroit Red Wings and 
Eddie Litzenberger of Chicago 
Black Hawks are the newest 
menaces to Bernie Gcoffrion and 
Andy Bathgate in the National 
Hockey League scoring derby.
The s t a r r y  rightwingers of 
Montreal Canadiens an Nw 
York Rangers are stU running 
one-two but lost ground in last 
week’s play.
The league’s official statistics, 
released t o d a y ,  show Howe 
scored one goal and collected five 
assists for his week’s work while 
Litzenberger put together three 
goals and two assists for a five- 
point production. They moved, 
respectively, into third and fourth 
places.
Montreal’s Geoffrion remains 
on top, despite a horrible slump, 
with 51 points. Bathgate has 48, 
Howe 43 and Litzenberger 42.
Geoffrion hasn’t scored a goal 
since Dec. 27. Since then, in eight 
games, ho has counted only three 
assists. Two of them came Sun­
day night in Montreal’s 3-3 tie 
with Boston Bruins.
Bathgate for several weeks has 
been steadily chopping away at 
Geoffrion’s lead. TTie New Yorker 
last week clipped off another pre­
cious point, scoring two goals and 
one assist.
The point - getting splurge by 
Howe and Litzenberger knocked 
Montreal’s Dickie Moore out of 
third place. Moore, with one goal 
and one assist, fell back to fifth, 
with 41 points.
Bathgate still heads the league 
in goal production alone. He has 
counted 23, one more than Dickie 
Moore and Boston Bruins’ Don 
helps I McKenney. Geoffrion is setting 
the pace for assists, with 32
Closest is defenceman Bill Gads* 
by of New York, with 29.
Veteran Maurice Richard of 
Montreal, in a four-way tie for 
fourth place a week ago, scored 
only a single goal last week and 




32 51Geoffrion, Mtl 
Bathgate. NYk 23 25 48 16
Howe, Detroit 19 24 43 34
Litzenberger, Chi 19 23 42 12
Moore. Mtl 22 19 41 38
M. Richard. Mtl 17 21 38 27
McKenney, Bos 22 15 37 18
Delvecchlo. Det 12 25 37 4
Bellveau, Mtl 17 19 36 16
Murphy, Chicago 12 23 35 36
Penalties in minutes by clubs: 
Detroit 337, Montreal 392, New 




P OA SO Avr.
41 82 7 2.00
Sawchuk, Det 40 111 3 2.77
Bower, Toronto 28 79 2 2.82
Chadwick, Tor 13 36 3 2.77
Toronto totals: 41 115 5 2.85
Worsley, NYk 40 113 1 2.82
Pallle, NYk 1 4 0 4.00
xKlymkiw, NYk 1 2 0 2.00
New York totals; 41 119 1 2.00
X— replaced Worsley at 1:10 of
3rd period, Oct. 
Hall, Chicago
12.
42 124 1 2.95
Simmons, Boston 41 132 2 3.22
Lumley, Boston 2 3 0 1.50
Boston totals: 43 135 2 3.14
SAND and GRAVEL 
Crushed Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING 
J. W. BEDFORD LTD. 
2021 Stirling Place
Quakers Striding Fast 
Along WHL Playoff Path
\i
Tln-co of the biggCAt nnmcH In 
hockey-^playerH  ̂ who for years
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Saskatoon Quakers went strid­
ing along the playoff path In the 
prairie division of the Western 
Hockey League Monday night, 
widening the gap between the 
third- and- fourth-place teams to 
six points.
They defeated the strong Seat­
tle Totems of the con.st division 
1-1 in tlio only prairie game 
played,
Cenlremnn Art Jones c a m e  
Ihrniigit with a hat trick In Vic­
toria to load New Westminster 
Royals to a 5 - 3 victory over 
Eougars, Royals, thongh, are 
still .solid In the coast collar.
Jackie McLe<Kl led Sa.skntoon 
scoring with two goals. O t h e r  
goals went to MerV KmyUik and 
Jerry Esch, a recruit from tim 
Junior (Quakers who replaced Les 
miley In the lineup. Mark Bol- 
lenn wns\ the only Seattle 'scorer.
Ho gave Seattle the edge in the 
first |M>ri(Kl, Quaker;) grabber! it 
back 2-1'after two and added two 
more in the third.
Jones was the Irlggevman on
iw;
She wants to
take 0 longer vocotion
•’ r/ V JH
m
a I , mo s t  Invariably, have l)een]t\vo Ihlrd-peiiod iHoVer plays In
chosch—failed to make cither the 
first or second team at this l»al(- 
W ay stage. They arlc Gordie Howe
Vletorla whlr'h pnKluced the ly 
ing and winning goals. He con» 
pleted his night by firing the win
D etroit and Mt(urii;o Richard Ining goal into an em pty ne t with peg.
the Cougars using six attackers.
Arnio Schmnutz and G o r d i e  
Fnshowny scored the other NeW 
Westminster g o a t s  while Pat 
Hnnnignn drew nssl.sts on each of 
Jones’s goals. Stan Baliuk, Al 
Nicholson and Doug Mncnulcy 
scored for Victoria.
JOHNSON SPURTS 
Ching J o h n  s o n of Spokane 
picked up seven goals ,ln five 
games last wrick to fenUuo offi­
cial WHL player statistics re­
leased Monday.
A veteran of seven p)0 cam­
paigns In four different leagues, 
Johnson rai.sed his goals to 28, 
l)is best murk since turning pro 
with Edmonton in 1951. John­
son’s 28 goals and 22 assists ft>r 
.50 iwlnt.s moved him Into third 
place in the individual scoring 
race behinti Guylc Flclrlcr of Se­
attle and Eddie Dorohoy of Cal­
gary.
, Fielder, blankrid in two prairie 
gr|mcs, racked np five points 
anyway In three games to boost 
his total to 61 iKilnts, six more 
than Dorohoy,1
Vancouver Is at hJtlmonlon to- 
niglit on the start Of a road trip, 
S|M)kane plays at Now Westmlns' 
ter and Saskatoon is at Wlnni
trip  this year
He's looking 
forward to owning a 
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. . . S O  b b t H .  a , r e  b u i l d i n g :  u p  b a n l c  a c c o u n t s
All sorts of people. . .  wage earners, fariri* 
ers, businessmen, housewives. . . do their 
saving,! and pthcr banking, at a chartered 
bunk.
Day in and day ou), in every one of 4500 
branches, bank customers are making de­
posits! arranging loans, cashing chcqu<jfi,
buying money orders, purchasing foreign 
exchange, using safety deposit boxes, talk­
ing over flnancial problems 6 f  a personal 
or business nature. And the list goes on 
and o n ...
Only a chnrtdrcd bank olTers a fbll range
of I Irviccs under one roof.
THE C H A R T E R E D  B A N K S  S E R V I N G  HOUR C O M M U N I T Y
ISPORTllGHT
Prospects "B right" For '5 9  
In Valley Baseball Scene
By GEORGE INCUS
( C a a r i e r  S a a r i s  Editari
THE OKANAGAN MAINLINE BALL LEAGUE never had it 
so good.
They are standing with their backs to a highly successful 
year, and the forthcoming season holds nothing but promise of 
even better things to come. The calibre of ball, much imoroved 
in the oast few years, promises to continue upward this season, 
with the inclusion of floodlights into some of the ball parks 
looming as a possible savior of the dwindling spectator en­
thusiasm. . .
Trail Smoke Eaters, who were admitted at last Sunday s 
annual baseball meeting for a trial period of one year, bring a 
ready-made stadium with them into the circuit. Their $85,003 
ball palace has lights, sewers, and all the other civilized ameni­
ties, Including hot water.
Princeton, who were dropped from the league to pave the 
way for the Smokies, were often in hot water, but seldom 
supplied it. This lack of facilities for the ball players, plus their 
non-apoearance at league meetings, resu’ted in their franchise 
being dropped temporarily from the league.
The only flv in the ointment, at the moment, is the po.s- 
sibility of the Kamloops Jay Rays, who entered the OMBL last 
year on a switch from the Interior League, switching once 
again to the junior ranks. Should this happen it wi'l leave the 
OMBL with a seven team league, not as easy to work with as a 
balanced, eight-team entity.
However, it’s a mite early for flies.
WITH TWO PARKS OUT OF EIGHT. Trail and Penticton, 
already having lights, and Kelowna almost assured of having 
them this year also, it looks like the possibility of night base­
ball is strong. The Kamloops club has been kicking around the 
idea of lighting uo their park also, which would give both ends 
and the middle of the league illumination, and put the clincher 
on the evening encounters.
And with lights in the parks giving the clubs more chance 
to work out in practice and encourage travelling exhibition 
games, the pos.sibilities for the future of the league are limitless. 
Past performances of the OMBL clubs in tournament and ex­
hibition play has proven the caiibre of this league to be on a 
par with anything in the province—a calibre that has been ac- 
comolished on a scant-practice, weekend basis.
Given more evening workouts and more baseball during the 
summer, the club that takes this league could conceivably 
go much furth'^r in competition. ’This was the cxccMcnt sug­
gestion put forth by league president Bill Robson, and the league 
is going to look into the possibility of encouraging the-form­
ation of a group similar to the provincial basketball or softball 
grouos. now in ooeration. .
With the lights enabling the league to have a crisper sched­
ule, it will be quite possible to wind uo scheduled clay and 
plavetfs here in time to advance into provincial competition.
' i t ’s a thought for the future.
PRFJ?IDENT ROBSON. A SUNNY SCOT WITH PRO FOOT­
BALL BACKGROUND, was a trifle uncertain about the re­
ception he would receive from the delegates, as the result of 
the suspensions and punishments he was forced to levy last 
year, but he received a resounding vote of ronfidence in the 
form of a unanimous vote returning him to office.
“The first vear is only the breakin-in ocriod,” said one Of the 
delegates, as they shunted Bill back into the chair, and gave him 
the mandate for this season's operation. _
Prexy Bill has a few very definite ideas, also, in addition to 
his plan to have the OMBL shoot for provincial comnetition. He 
showed his Scottish ancestry in the operation of the league, 
costing each individual club a mere $22 for the season s P’^y-
And on a further note of economy, he looks forward to the 
day when the league will accumulate sufficient funds in their 
war-bag to be able to purchase uniforms, bats and balls in 
quantity lots, selling them to the individual clubs at cost. This 
would greatly reduce the expenses of the individual clubs, 
and enable them to turn out in better shape.
His apologies for being forced to run the league bv the 
book” were vastly unnecessary, since every club represented at 
the meeting seemed to feel that he had been fair, and went along 
readily with him on a few constitution changes that he deemed 
neces.sary for clarification of rulings.
With the aid of vice president Blair Peters, also returned 
to office for a second term, and secretary treasurer Bob Hall, 
appointed by Bill, the executives did a smooth job of running the 
league, and living up to the standards set by Leo McKinnon 
of Oliver in his long tenure of office.
And the season’s outlook is for more of the same.
ODDS 'AND SODS DEPARTMENT — See where those 
captains of the ice lanes, the Warwick trio, are well under 
wav in their skillet venture, the posh Edmonton restaurant 
known as -Warwicks Fine Foods.” Don’t forget, if you’re down 
that way, to drop in and see the famous trio, they’ll make
you welcome. . , , »v.
Fred ‘Chief Thundcrstick” Sasakamoosc s return to the 
Kamloops Chiefs line-up was good for a 2,500 house, under the 
co-op management this time, however. _ .
Blonde and curvaceous Hcllevi Cooper kicks _ off her 
classes in gymnastics for young girls Saturday morning, real­
izing the dream she's been kicking around since she arrived 
in Kelowna.
Second Half Of Curling Schedule 
W ill Get Underway On Wednesday
MINOR HOCKEY RESULTS
b I A IN U1 IN U




Canucks 17 12 3 2 26
Flyers 16 12 3 1 2,5
Stamps 16 9 6 1 19
Cougars 15 5 7 3 13
Regals 14 2 U 1 5
Royals 14 1 It 2 4
PEE WEES 
Kiwnnis 12 7 2 3 17
Gyro 10 8 1 1 17
Rotary 12 4 4 4 12
Lions 11 5 5 1 11
Kinsmen 10 5 4 1 11
Elk.<i 12 4 8 0 8
K. of C. 11 3 6 2 8
Legion 10 1 7 2 4
BANTAMS
Rangers 12 9 3 0 18 '
Canadians 12 8 2 -» 18
I.cnfs 12 5 5 2 12
Bruin.s 12 5 6 1 ll
Red Wings 12 4 6 •) 10
Hawks 12 1 10 1 3
MBbDETS
Thunderbiril.s 11 8 3 0 16
Totems 10 6 4 0 12 1
Legion 11 1 10 0 2
PUPS
Cougar 2 Canucks 4
Canucks; Goals by itlcbanl
Bundschuck, Robert A nance and





Leafs 1 Hawks 2 
Leafs: Goal by Roy Uedn. 
Penalties to Roy Ueda 
kneeing. Murray for boarding 
and Recllcoiip for interference.
Hawks; Goals by Stan Verran 
and Doug Cliisholm, Assits to 
Joe Cundy and Don McQuaig, 
Rnn.gers 2 Bruins .I 
Rangers: Goals by Terry Kasu- 
bucht (2n.
Bruins: Goals by David De.s- 
mycr, Doug Hecko and Pat Walls 
i3i. Assists to Pat Walls, Roy
Brock Aynsley i2i;
Canadians 1 Rod Wings 1 
Canadians; Goal.s by Don 
Evnn.s,
Penalty to James Nairn for too 
many men on the ice.
Red Wings; Goal by Wayne 
Oliver. Assist to Ken Kitch.
Penalties; Brian F'einln for 
tripping, Ken Kitch for tripping 
and Norbert Weldimnn for Ixiard- 
ing.
MIDGETS
Tliundcrblrds 7 Legion 2 
As.Hliit.s to! Tluinderblrds: Goals by Bob
Second half of the curling 
schedule will get underway at 
! the Kelowna Curling Club on 
I Wednesday, and will be complet- 
1 ed by March 7. Monday Wednes­
day and Friday night league will 
be competing for the Don Lange 
I Trophy, and the Tuesday-Thurs- 
day night loop for the Lipsett 
Trophy.
,\fter completion of this sched­
ule the top four teams on points 
of each lea.gue will play off in a 
double knockout com()etition for 
Long’s Super-Drug trophy. The 
ladies and men's open bonspiels 
will take place in March.
Wednesday January 14th “
9 PM 
Icc
1. Clark vs. Cowley
2. Rodgers vs. Gerry Lipsett
3. H. Johnnston vs. Waite
4. Mowat vs. Turner
Friday January 16th 
7 PM 
Icc
1. Mowat vs. Gerry Lipsett
2. H. Johnston vs. Cowley
3. Rodgers vs. Johanson. W.
4. Clark vs. Hadfield
9 PM
1. Wo<xl vs. Walker
2. Campbell vs. Linenko
3. Cam Lipsett vs. Kitsch
4. Robson vs. Clow
Monday January 19th 
7 PM
I 1. K-^'gers vs. Mowat
2. Clow vs. Kitsch
3. Turner vs. H. Johnston
4. Robson vs. Linenko 
9 PM
1. Clark vs. Waite
2. Wood vs. Johanson
3. Hadfield vs. Campbell
4. Walker vs. Cam Lipsett 
Wednesday January 21st
7 PM
1. Robson vs. Cowley
2. Cam Lipsett vs. Gerry Lipsett
3. Wood vs. Mowat
4. Campbell vs. Waite 
Friday January 23rd
7 PM
1. Kitsch vs. Linenko
2. Ciow vs. Walker
3. Wood vs. Gerry Lipsett
4. Campbell vs. Cowley 
9 PM
1. Cam Lipsett vs. W. Johanson;
2. Clark vs. H. Johnston
3. Robson vs. Hadfield
4. Rodgers vs. Turner 
Monday January 26th
7 PM
1. Campbell vs. H. Johnston
2. Linenko vs. Walker
3. Clow vs. W. Johanson
4. Kitsch vs. Hadfield 
9 PM
1. Wood vs. Rodgers
2. Clark vs. Turner
3. Robson vs. Waite
4. Cam Lipsett vs. Mowat 
Wednesday January 28th
9PM
1. Walker vs. Cowley
2. Clow vs. Mowat
3. Linenko vs. Gerry Lipsett
4. Kitsch vs. Waite 
Friday January 30th
TPM
1. Clow vs. Gerry Lipsett
2. Cam Lipsett vs. Rodgers
3. Kitsch vs. Cowley
4. Walker vs Hadfield 
9 PM
1. Wood vs. Turner
2. Robson vs. H. Johnston
3. Campbell vs. Clark
4. Linenko vs. W. Johanson 
Monday February 2nd
7 PM
1. Hadfield vs. W. Johanson
2. Cam Lipsett vs. Wood
3. Linenko vs. Mowat
4. Robson vs. Clark 
9 PM
1. Campbell vs. Turner
2. Walker vs. Waite
3. Kitsch vs. H. John-ston
4. Clow vs. Rodgers 
Wednesday. February 4th
7 PM
1. Hadfield vs. Mowat
2. Robson vs. Turner
3. W. Johanson vs. Waite
4. Cowley vs. C. Lipsett 
Friday, February Gth
7 PM *
1. H.adfiold vs. Gerry Lipsett
2. Kitsch vs. Clark
3. Cam Lipsett vs, Turner
4. Walker vs. H. Johnston 
9 PM
1. Linenko vs, Rodgers 
I 2. W, Johanson vs. Cowley 
i 3. Clow vs, Woofl 
j 4. Robson vs. Campbell 
I Monday, February 9fh 
7 PM
1. Walker vs. Clark
2. Kitsch vs. Campbell
3. Hadfield vs. Rodger.s
4. Liuenko vs. Wood 
9 PM
1, Gerry Lipsett vs. Waite
2, Cowley vs. Mowat
3, W. Johnn.son vs. H. John.ston
4, Clow v.s. Cam Lipsett 
Wednesday, February 11th
9 PM
1. Linenko vs. Clc’/
2. Waite vs, Mowat
3. Waite vs, Rob.son
4. Kitsch vs. Turner 
Friday, February 13th
7 PM
1. Kitsch vs, Robson
2. Walk(?r vs, Campbell
3. Clow vs, Turner
4. Linenko vs. Cam Lipsett 
9 PM
Monday. February 23rd 
7 P31
1. H. Johnston vs. Wood
2. Rodgers vs. Clark
3. VV. Johanson vs. Walker
4. Waite vs. Cam Lipsett
9 P3I
1. Cowley vs. Linenko
2. Mowat vs. Campbell
3. Gerrv Lipsett vs. Kitsch
4. Hadfield vs. Turner 
Wednesday. February 25th
1. H. Johnston vs. Clow
2. Waite vs. Linenko
3. Rodgers vs. Robson
4. Mowat vs. Kitsch |
Friday, February 27lh 
7 PM
1. Mowat vs. Robson
2. H. Johnston vs. Cam Lipsett
3. Waite vs. Clow
4. Rodgers vs. Campbell
9 PM
1. W. Jo i nson vs. Turner
2. Cowley vs. Hadfield
3. Clark vs. Wood
4. Go t v  Lipsett vs. Walker
Monday. March 2nd 
7 PM
1. W, Johanson vs. G. Lipsett
2. Waite vs. Hadfield
3. Cowley vs. Turner
4. H. Johnston vs. Linenko
9 PM
1. Rodgers vs. Kitsch
2. Wood vs. Campbell
3. Mowat vs. Walker
4. Clark vs. Cam Lip.sett
Wednesday. March 4th 
TPM
1. Campbell vs. Clow
2. Cam Lipsett vs. Robson
3. Clark vs. Linenko
4. Wood vs. Kitsch
Friday. March Gth 
7 PM
1. Wood vs. Robson
2. Gerry Liosett vs. Turner
3. Camnbcll vs. Cam Lipsett
4. Clark vs. Clow
9 PM
1. Waite vs. Cowley
2. Mowat vs. W. Johanson
3. H. Johnston vs. Hadfield
4. Rodgers vs. Walker 
Waite vs. Turner
This is the last game In the 
schedule olay. Please arrange a 
time to play this game, suitable 
to the rinks involved but prior to 
end of draw (no ice charge'.
TUESDAY. THURSDAY. 
SATURDAY NIGHT LEAGUE
Robert Arrimee. Ricky Schrninm |f*niber (3i. Mnrshnll Fowell, BtUi 1. W. Jvdianson vs, Clark 
and Hurry Ilongerti. jWi.shlow nnd Cecil Lunnn (2L 2. Gerry Lipsett vs, H, Johnston
Couenrs- Goals bv Brinn Gr eg- ' Don Wlslilqw (2). Fred :«• Cowle.v vs. Rodgers 
nnrf*^nr,i/.« inh'iK.in ^  Tltomus, Bob BouchurU KHd Bob 4, Hodflpld vs, tVoodory nnd Bruce Johnson,
Stamps 0 Flyers 4 
Flyers: Goals by Blaine Schrne- 
der, Itenny Rantuccl i2t niul 
Grcg\Neld,
. llegals 3 Flyers 4 
Rcgals: Goals by Bnieo John- 
iton nnd Ricky Thompson (2t.
, Flyers: Goals by James Bii'- 
hel. Reniiy Rantuccl »2i and 
Greg Dwyer. Assist,s to Greg 
. Ncid.
\  , Canucks 1 Stamps 1 
' Canucks: Goal by Richard
Bundcr.icl)uck, Assl.st to Robtut 
Arrnncc,
Stanips; Goal by Ken Nclgutn. 
PEE WE^»
, Elks 3 Rotary 2 
Elk*: Goals by Eric Saucier, 
Garry' McKenzie (21. Assists to 
Jim  Flintoff nnd U|ns.scH Cmbllk. 
Rotary I Goals by Kmvnnd Ted
(^ruber <21.
Rcnnlty to Bob Gruber for in­
terference.
Is»glon: Goals by Bill Nnkn (2). 
A.sslst l̂o Harold Naka, ' 
Penalty to Robert Swanson for 
twnrding.
MONDAY'S FIGHTS
Pelly. Assist to HlHy Butler 
Penally
By THE AKSOC'IATED PRESS
U nd\n—Henry Cooper. 102', 
England, ouliminted Brian Un- 
don. 209V'q Englniul. 15, British 
heavyweight chnmplon.shlp. .
Beaumont, Tex.—Paul Jorgen­
sen, 129, Port Arthur^ Tex., 
knocked out Ray DeLeon, 130, 
Durango, Mexico, 2,
Bologna, Haly-Churicy IKiug- 
la.s, 1.35'1, New York, . , .. ----  milimliUod
to Billy Butler for trl|>- Nedo Stnmpl. 132'j, Italy, 8. 
ping. \ I Bologna. Italy. -  Tc<l Wright,
Lions 0 Klwanls 3 I67's, Detroit, nut|Mdntc<l Remo
KlwonUj Goal* by Greg SerialCoratl« 160, itab , 10. .>
Monday, February Iflth 
7 PM
1. Mowat vs, H, John.ston '
2, Cowle.v vs. Wood ' 
i3, Walker y.s. Kitsch 
4, Waite vs, Rod/'ers
9 PM
1. Hadfield vs. Cam Llp.'iclt ,
2. .f.liienko v.s. Turner
3. C’lai'k \'s, Gerry I.ipselt
4. W, Johanson vs, Campbell 
Wednesday. February 18th
7 PM
1. W, .lohauM)ii vs, Kit.-,eh
2. 'Gerrv Lipsett vs, Robson
3. Hadfield\vs. I.incnko
4. Cowley vs. Clow
Friday, February 20lli 
■ ' 7 PM
1. Waite vs. Wo<kI
2. Mowat vs, Clark '
3. Walker ys. Turner ,
4. II. Johnston vs, Rwlgors
9 PM
1, Gerry LIp.scU vs, Cnmiihell
2. Hmifleld v.s, Clow
3, Cowley vs, CqnV i.ipselt
4. W. Johanson v*. Robspn
Thursday. January 15th 
7 PM
1. Harris vs. McCaugherty
2. Moir vs. McClellan
3. Stevenson vs. Day
4. Donaldson vs. Ferrier
9 PM
1. Newby vs. Conklin
2. Mawdsley vs. Underwood
3. Zdralek vs. Shirreff
4. Brodic vs. Jacques
Saturday, January 17th 
9 PM
1. Donaldson vs. McClellan
2. Stevenson vs. McCaugherty
3. Moir vs. A, Gecn
4. Harris vs. M. Green
Tuesday, January 20th 
7 PM
1. Stevenson vs. Harris
2. Jacaues vs. Zdralek
3. M. Green vs. Mair
4. Brodie vs Underwood
9 PM
1. Donaldson vs. A. Geen
2. Newby vs. Day
3. Ferrier vs. Madsley
4. Conklin vs. Shirreff
Thursday, January 22nd
1. Zdralek vs. Underwood
2. Jacaues vs. Conklin
3. Newby ys. McCaugherty
4. Mawiisley vs. McClellan
9 PM
1. Shirreff vs. Day
2. Donaldson vs. Moir
3. Brodie vs. Ferrier
4. Stevenson vs. M. Green
Saturday, January 24th 
7 PM
1. Brodie vs. McClellan
2. McCaughertv vs. Shirreff
3. Newby vs. Harris
4. Mawdsley vs. A. Gccn
Tuesday, January 27th 
7 PM
1. Mawdsley vs. Moir
2. Underwood vs. Conklin
3. Jacques vs. Day
4. Zdralek vs. Ferrier
9 PM
1. Newby vs, Stevenson
2. Donaldson vs. M. Green
3. Brodic vs, A. Geen
4. Shirreff vs. Harris
Thursday, January 29th 
TPM
1. Jacques vs. McCaugherty
2. Shirreff vs, Stevenson
3. Zdralek vs. McClellan,
4. Conklin v.s. Ferrier
9 PM
1. Newby vs, M. Green
2. Brodie vs. Moir
3. Mawdsley vs, Donaldson
4. Underwood vs. Day
Saturday. January 31st 
9 PM
1. Conklin vs, McClellmi
2. Jneques vs. Harris
3. Underwood vs. McCaugherty
4. Zdralek vs. A. Geen 
NOTE: Due to Ladles Zone
plnydowns, this draw will pos­
sibly be called off and replnved 
on n Sunday nr at end of schedule 
Tuesday, February 3rd 
' 7 PM ‘ „
1, Ferrier vs. Day
2, Shirreff vs. Newby
3. Harris vs. Underwood
4. Brodie v«, Donaldson
■ 9 P M ' : '
1. Mawdsley vs. M. Green
2. Conklin vs. A, Geen
3. Zdrnlek vs. Moir
4. Jacques vs. Stevenson
TIuisrday, February 5lh '
7 PM ■ \
L Ferrier ys, MeUangherty
2, Zdrfilok vs. Donaldson
3, Shirreff vi,<. Green
4, Conklin vs. Moir
9 PM
1. Underwood vs, Stevenson
2, Day vs. McClellan
3. Jacques vs. Newby
4, Brodie vs, Mawdsley
Batiirday, February 7lh
1, Brodie vs, M, Green
2. Ferrier vs, lliUTls
3. Day vs, A. Geen
4, McClellan vs. McCnnglierty 
NOTE: Due to the High school
iKinspicl this (Irnw will imsaibly 
be called off nnd replayed on a 
Siindny or at tlu> end of sebodide 
Tueaday, February lOlb,
7 PM
1, MiCiiunhei'ly vs, A. (!ecn ,
2, Zrlinick vs. Mawdsley
3, Ferrier vs. Sit'vc'nson \
‘ 4. Underwood \a. Ncwbjr
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9 PM
1. Conklin vs. Donaldson
2. McClellan vs, Harris
3. Day vs. Moir
4. Jacques vs. Shirreff 
Thursday, February 12th
7 PM
1. Donaldson vs. Day
2. Conklin vs. Mawdsley
3. Jacques vs. M. Green
4. Underwood vs. Shirreff
9 PM
1. Conklin vs. Donaldson
2. McClellan vs. Harris
3. Day vs. Moir
4. Jacques vs. Shirreff 
Thursday. February I2th
7 PM
1. Donald.son v.*;. Day
2. Conklin vs. Mawdsley
3. Jacquc.<i vs. M. Green
4. Underwood vs. Shirreff
9 PM
1. Zdralek vs. Brodie
2. McCaugherty vs. Moir
3. Stevenson vs. McClellan
4. Ferrier vs. Newby 
Saturday, February 14th
9 PM
1. Underwood vs. Jacques
2. A. Gccn vs. Harris
3. Conklin vs. Brodie
4. Zdralek vs. M, Green
Tuesday, ’'‘ehruary 17th 
:  PM
1. Harris vs. Moi ■
2. McClellan vs, Newby
3. Conklin vs. Zdralek
4. A. Gccn vs. Stevenson
9 PM
1. Ferrier vs. Shirreff
2. Underwood vs. M, Green
3. Donaldson vs. McCaugherty
4. Day vs. Mawdsley 
Thursday. February 19th
1. A. Gecn vs. Newbv
2. Harris vs. Donaldson
3. Conklin vs, M. Green
4. Brodie vs Dav
9 PM
1. McCaugherty vs Mawdsley
2. Ferrier vs Jacoues
3. McClellan vs Shirreff
4. Moir vs Stevenson
Saturday. February 21st
1. Day vs Zdralek
2. McCaughertv vs Brodie
3. Ferrier vs Underwood
4. McClellan vs Jacques
Tuesday, February 24th 
7 PM
1. Moir vs Newby
2. Stevenson vs Donaldson
3. Harris vs Mawdsley
4. A. Gccn vs Sh'vreff
9 PM
1. McClellan vs Underwood
2. Day vs Conklin
3. McCaugherty vs Zdralek
4. Ferrier vs M. Green 
Thursday, February 26th
7 PM
1. Harris vs Brodic
2. Moir vs Shirreff
3. Day vs M. Green
4. Stevenson vs Mawdsley
9 PM
1. Ferrier vs McClellan
2. A. Geen vs Jacques
3. Donaldson vs Newby
4. McCaugherty vs Conklin
Saturday, February 28th 
9 PM
1. Moir vs Jacques
2. A. Geen vs Underwood
3. Stevenson vs Brodie
4. Harris vs Zdralek
Tuesday, March 3rd 
7 PM
1. Donaldson vs Shirreff
2. A. Geen vs Ferrier
3. McClellan vs M. Green
4. Moir vs Underwood
9 PM
1. Stevenson vs Zdralek
2. Newby vs Mawdsley
3. Harris vs Conklin
4. Day vs McCaugherty
Thursday, March Sth 
7 PM
1. Stevenson vs Conklin
2. McCaugherty vs M. Green
3. Mawdsley vs Shirreff
4. Donaldson vs Jacques
9 PM
t. A. Geen vs McClellan
2. Harris vs Day
3. Moir vs Ferrier
4. Newby vs Brodic 
Saturday. March 7th
7 PM
1. Mawdsley vs Jacques
2. Shirreff vs Brodie
3. Donaldson v.s Underwood
4. Newby vs Zdralek
IBCs Demise
By THE .ASSOCIATED PRESS jpion Floyd Patterson. “It muy of the IBC's actlou-s he refuses 
The groggy boxing world, un- weekly t e l e v i - P a t t e r s o n  fight for the IBC
certain of its future in an era of slon show.s into the hands of meet a contendei' who
free fights on television, greeted inde|)endent promoter to whom 1
the demise of the International, will make available the heavy-1 hUmday by the United
Boxing Club with varying reac-,weight champion — pi'cviding l-cinl^-e 
lions. lean trust the promoter." ! "V ^  . o .. . . .  ,
-Tliafs the fir.st good break D'Amato, the most outspoken u
I’ve gotten." said Cus d’Amato.;foc of the IBC, has been .veiling promoter, hs said. I
manager of heavyweight cham-'"monopoly” (or years. In protest,
IBC Takes The Count, 
May Hit TV Broadcasts
some stooge or anybody who has 
[been playing footsy with th« 
ilBC,”
D'Amato said he had absolutely 
no interest in becoming a pro*
I motor nnd wa.s content to man­
age the world champ.
Bill Rosensohn. the independ­
ent promoter who staged the Pat- 
terson-Roy Harris title fight in 
Los Angeles last summer, said 
WASHINGTON (API — Tclevi-1motely connected with the Norris- in Europe he thought the court 
Sion fight fans likely will be able Wirtz empire. ;dccision would liven up boxing,
to watch the Wednesday and Fri- D'Amato said in New York that| “Tlicro will be more interest for 
day night bouts (or months tojP<atterson now may appear on both promoters and fighters." he 
come despite a court - adminis-| television if an independent pro- said, "Madison Square Garden 
teied kayo of the International|motor ncquirc.s video rights—but has more or less boon a monoixilv 
Boxing Club. for "nobody who has been play-'of the IBC. Now 1 prc.sume it
Tliis was the curbstone opinion ;ing footsy with IBC.” iwill beco:ne available to other
of some of he interested parties' Truman Gibson, who succeeded promoters." 
after the Suoreme Court Monday!the aU'ng Norris as IBC presi- LITTLE EFFECT 
upheld a district judge’s anti-,dent, said in London the IBCj George P a r n a s s u s ,  a Los 
monopoly decree. 7310 action cf-iwould begin to comply immedi-lAngeles promoter who is visiting 
fectly put the IBC of New’ York ately with the court decision, j Europe on fight business, said ho 
and Chicago out of business. Gibson said he would not know!had "no real contract with the 
Tliere was no immediate an-,what steps will be taken until he■ IBC and the decision will not af- 
swer, however, to the question of!confers with IBC lawyers. jfect us ton much on the coast.”
who will arrange the televised; MUST DISSOLVE Some of Pnrnnssus’ fights have
matches which the IBC has been! A 5 to 3 majority of the high been televised by the IBC. Othcr.s 
handling for years. court went down the line in sup- have not been carried bv cither
CONTRACTS IN DOUBT | port of the 1957 decree of federal of the IBC's two weekly TV
Another uncertainv was the Judge Sylvester J. Ryan in New;shows, 
status of IBC promotions already York which: j In Cleveland, promoter Larry
Found the IBC organization!Atkins said he was sorry to see 
monopolized championship bouts j Jim Norris forced to sell his in- 
from 1949 to 1953 and ordered ititerest in Madison Square Gar-
booked for future dates. Con­
tracts for such as the welter 
weight title fight between cham
ipion Don Jordan and Virgil Akins |to dissolve; 
scheduled for St. Louis on March Directed Norris nnd Wirtz, who 
6 may have to be drawn all over' controlled IBC, to resign as off- 
again. icers of Madison Square Garden
An IBC svrakesman in New 
York said the club was handling 
only TV details of Joe Brown's 
lightweight d e f e n c e  against 
Johnny Busso in Houston, Feb. 11.
Reaction wa.s mixed to the 
court ruling which also directed 
James D. Norris, a founder and 
former president of the IBC. and 
.Arthur M. Wirtz, his associate, 
to sell the stock which gives them 
control of Madison Square Gar­
den in New York.
D’AMATO HAPPY
Cus d’Amato, m a n a g e r  of 
heavyweight king Floyd Patter­
son, was elated. Patterson has 
rarely been seen in the ring, on 
screen or via television, since he 
won the crown in 1956. D’Amato, 
at war with the IBC, refuses to 
allow his champion to appear 
under the auspices of anyone rc-
den because ho had been good 
for boxing. Some of Atkins’ shows 
have been televised by the IBC.
Toddy Brenner, who resumes 
small club promotions next Mon­
day at St. Nicholas Arena in New 
York, had only this to say: "I in­
tend to start up next week. I will 
welcome any television sponsor." 
HURT B YMONOPOLY 
Abe Greene, National Boxing
and within five years to unload 
their stock in the Garden:
Prohibited the Garden, Norris 
and Wirtz from promoting more 
than two championship fights a 
year for the next five years (Nor­
ris and Wirtz also own Chtca.go 
Stadium, the indoor arena in| As.sociation commissioner, said 
which many a champ has been|that "monopoly has had a dc-
crowned':
Barred Norris, Wirtz and their 
enterprises from signing exclu­
sive contracts with boxers or 
with the owners of other arenas 
for championship promotions: 
Made the Garden available for 
rent on reasonable terms.
Justice Clark, in the majority 
opinion, said the IBC had in­
curred an “odorous monopoly 
background which was known 
and still feared in the boxing 
world.”
bilitating effect on boxing and 
this tight hold has been strength­
ened by the narrowing Influences 
of television.” He added it 
would bo ironic to dissolve the 
IBC and then invite a similar 
setup by another monoixjlistic 
agent.
Jack Dempsey, former heavy­
weight titlcholder, said in Chi­
cago the decision was “a birth of 
freedom for the boxing game. It 
will put the small clubs back in 
operation. There Is no room for 
monopoly in America.”
British Heavy Champion 
Asks For $140,000 Purse
LONDON (AP' — Ne wl y , t h e m Is In a position to dictate
crowned B r i t i s h  heavyweight 
champion Henry Cooper today in­
creased his price for tackling 
world champion Floyd Patterson 
to $140,000.
“That's what we want for any 
fight against Patterson,” man­
ager Jim Wicks said. "It doesn’t 
matter whether the fight is here 
or in the United States—that Is 
our figure.”
Cus D’Amato, Pattcr.son’s man­
ager, w.as far from receptive to 
Wick.s’ demands.
“ For one thing,” D'Amato said 
in New York, “ the defeat docs 
not eliminate London. For an­
other, many people are anxious 
to fight for the world heavy­
weight championship. None of
T A X I
Radio Controlled
ANYW HERE
to the champion. Perhaps the 
one who makes the most conces­
sions will wind up with the title 
bout.”
The 24-year-old Cooper, fight­
ing for purses of only $2,800 a 
year ago, jumped into a con­
tender's spot with a 15-round de­
cision over Brian London Mon­
day night. London was defending 
his British crown.
It was one of the bloodiest 
heavyweight fights seen in the 
British ring.
Cooper, a classic boxer, out­
classed a brawling, mauling Lon­
don. The Associated Press gave 





KELOWNA 4 4 4 4
1485 Ellis SI. 
Opposite the Post Office
Geen vs Green
This is the last game In the 
schedule, plca.se arrange a time 
to play this game suitable to the 
rinks involved, but prior to the 
end of schedule <no ice charge).
Norris Predicts 
End TV Fights
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — James; 
D. Nanis .said Monday night the 
court-ordered dis.solution of the 
International Boxing Club of New! 
York and Illinois could moan the! 
end of weekly television fights, 
Nonis, former IBC president, 
said the U.S, Supremo Court rul­
ing means no organization can; 
grow to llie size necessary to |l 
guarantee regular fights. J
He said in an interview: l|
“ I can’t put niyself in the 
shoes of tile TV people or thoi 
.sponsors, but T don't see how any| 
oroinotcr can guarantee continu­
ity.
"That's what wo sought—con-n 
tlnulty. We had two weekly TV I 
fight programs for nine years. 
Tliat’s 104 fights a ,venr. In nine 
years wo never missed a fight.” j
Boxer Walloped, 
Maybe Concussion
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -  Un­
beaten welterweight Tom Brown 
of Tri'iiton, N.J., was taken to | 
hospital Monday night after be­
ing knocked out by Cluuilo Scott 
in the final round (>f tliclr eight- 
round bout.
lie was carried from the ring. I 
H o s p i t a l  aUendantii said hi* 
might have a brain concussion.
Brown, who w q I g'h e d I52*a 
(siunds, had won all eight of his 
prevlona (iglits nnd seemed to be 
ahead on points until Scott tab­
bed him with n left Jab nnd ■; 
)K)\vcr(ul lighl cro.ss.
1 H o 5 t /N G
THE
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We have just made an exclusive purchase on 
Coleman forced air and gravity furnaces. There­







Free until February 28) 
\vc arc giving 300 gnUon^ 
of fuel oil witli a purchase 
of one of these oil furnaces.
New eustoln Coleman Furnace have all the 
deluxe features of furnaces costing much 
more. Designed by Coleman to give the 
homeowner lower-cost central liontlng, they 
deliver morq warmth nnd comfort from fuel 
— save valuable living space.
Cool cabinet Is approved for “zero clcnr- 
nnee” /Installations. Place It right next to 
the wall! Easily Installed, too, beenuso 
every Coleman Furnace 1.'' rwe-wlred and 
factory assembled,
BLOiVER “  belt driven. Delivers the largo 
volume of all needed for eonvenllonal sys­
tems, and adjusts for efficient operation 
with Blend-Air system,
10-YEAR (IIJARANTEE on bent exchanger 
. . against rust-out or burn-out.
REFRfCSIlINO VENTILATION, spring and full, provided b> o|>- 
tlonnl Fan Switch. Can be Installed on side of ufrnaco or at • ; 
tlonnl Fan Switch. Can be Installed on side of furnace or at a
T. J. FAHLMAN LTD.
ALSO GAS FURNACES and AIM’LIANCHS 
PHONE 2031 156? w a t e r  ST.
No Down 
Payment
36 IVIonthai To Pay
«.«'  **' 
/V';
SEPARTED AT BIRTH
•i—» • • •Twin Simi 
Pair W h o  Com pare
VICTORIA (CP)---- When Mrs.
Margaret Judson and Mrs. Mar­
ion Smith first faced each other 
and suspected the truth, they 
were surprised to the point of 
tears.
•‘We almost bawled,” they said 
in an interview here.
For Mrs. Judson. ward clerk i work in Ottawa. She worked next 
at St. Joseph’s Hospital here, and 
Mrs. Smith, who recently moved 
to Victoria, are twins who didn’t 
know of each other’s exixstence 
until they were 21 years old.
The two were , born in Toronto 
in 1924 and put out for adoption.
Margaret grew up in Vancouver,
Marion in Toronto. Each was un­
aware she had a sister.
In the same month of the same
year during the Second World 
War, Margaret joined the Cana­
dian Women’s Army Corps and 
Marion tried to—without suc­
cess. It was soon after that Mar­
garet began to suspect she had 
a double.
The army sent Margaret to
to a soldier who lived on the 
same street as Marion in To­
ronto.
The soldier was so sure Mar­
garet was really Marion using an 
assumed name htat he asked his 
mother in Toronto to see if Mar­
ion had joined the army. He was 
amazed when his mother said 
Marion was still there.
On leaving the army, Margaret
ALICE WINSBY, Women’s Editor
RAIN OR SHINE
By TRACY ADRIAN
Here’s a cheerful extrovert 
plaid coat that is happy in any 
sort of weather. It’s car length. 
In a unique pattern of water- 
resistant corduroy.
’The topper is smartly detailed 
with a ribbed cotton knit shawl 
collar, double-breasted brass 
buttons, two slash pockets and 
a black quilted interlining.
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went to work in the Toronto Post 
Office, where one of the girls 
made her nervous by staring at 
her and sometimes calling her 
Marion.
Finally, in 1945, she traced 
Marion to a Toronto department 
store. That was when they first 
met and “almost bawled.” 
Comparison of their life stor 
ies soon,established not only that 
they were twin sisters, but:
They both married sailors of 
the same age, size, weight and 
build who had each had four 
years in the scrv-ice. The hus­
bands still are in the navy.
They had both, in their teens, 
become expert roller skaters and 
considered taking it up profes­
sionally.
BOTH PIANISTS
• They had both taken piano les­
sons, for the same length of time 
in the same years.
They had their tonsils out In 
the same year.
Each sang alto in a church 
choir.
■ When they met, both were 
wearing brown suits. They met 
I again the next day wearing iden­
tical plaid skirts. Both were 
wearing heart - shaped lockets 
given to them on their 21st birth­
day by their foster mothers.
Now reunited again by Mar­
ion’s move to Victoria, the twins 
vow they won’t  be separated 
a^ain.
Good Wives Often Too Maternal 
To Maintain Romantic Interest
A dd ison  
N ext W e e k
DEAR MARY H A W O R T H :  
Your straightforward answers 
lead me to ask you why is it that 
selfish wives are the ones most 
cherished by their husbands?
^ m e  of my friends and I have 
discussed this subject at length 
and confess it is beyond our un­
derstanding.
I love my husband and can’t, 
for the life of me, be selfish or 
demanding beyond what is fair 
and normal in dealing with him. 
He too loves me, and likewise 
asks very little of me except 
what is reasonable.
ASKS LITTLE
Then why must I look on with 
envious eyes, at an acquaintance 
who is quite homely and drinks 
far too much, yet her husband 
can’t do enough for her? This 
seems to be the case with several 
married couples I know. ’The 
more utterly selfish the wife, the 
more the husband does, in the 
way of sentimental deeds. And he 
is forever talking of his love for 
the woman.
The good-natured wives, the 
church-goers — such as I — seem 
to be taken for granted. The more 
I deny myself clothes, the fewer
Adelc Addison, gifted young 
Boprano who will sing January 
22 at the Empress Theatre, has 
earned her stardom with the 
New York City Opera and New 
England Opera not only tnrougn 
fcuperlative artistry, but also by 
hard worK, courage, and depenoct- 
tomty in emergency.
shortly after she joined me 
New England Opera Company 
the fall of 1949, Rossini's TurK 
in  Italy was scheduled for per- 
lormances at the Philadelpnia 
Academy of Music. Through tne 
sudden Illness of the soprano wno 
v a s  to sing the leading roie oi 
iFiorilla, Director Boris Goioov- 
sky was faced with the possibility 
of having to cancel the perform- 
imce.
PERFORMED FEAT
He explained his predicament 
fit a rehearsal in Boston, and 
Miss Addison volunteered to 
learn the role, one of the most 
exacting in operatic literature. 
Mr. Goldovsky decided to let 
her try, and began rehearsing her 
on tho midnight train to Phila­
delphia. Within four days she had 




CHICAGO (AP) — You’re tour­
ing tho miles of displays at the 
international h o m e  furnishings 
market
And hero Is this blub spittoon 
beside n new lavender rcclihcr 
chair,
“ Is this for real?’’ you nsk the 
guy beside you.
“Not exactly,” he said. “One 
of our designers thought It would 
enhance our display. So he rented 
it from an antique shop for the 
Bhow,"
It {inows to what lengths de­
signers and mnniifncturern will 
go to demonstrate comfort and 
. Utility combined with elegance. 
IIARnWOODS POPULAR
Home furnishings designers nro 
achieving a warm elegant look by 
using wood with stainless steel, 
brushed aluminum frame w o r k 
and brass fcrirulcs on legwork. 
The Woods are walnut, teak and 
mahoilany. \
They nro using blue leather in­
serts in sliding panels for wall 
cabinets to soften the effect.
Neutral tones in upholstery fab­
rics arc accented with bright 
colon such ns yellow, orange, 
gold, blue and green,
Tliere'n is new built-in glitter in 
table to|)s with laminated plastic 
over sen shells, metal and wood 
chips,
Alto being displayed hopefully
arct:
Carpets made of\ newly (level 
«lKid nylon combined with cotton 
and wool that eliminate shedding 
amt fuzzing.
Smooth floor coverings that 
apnrklo and g l i t t e r  witit eni' 
btHidcd metal chips,
Eiirty American an^ Victorian 
diaixrlcs.
six ensembles, a quartet, and all 
the accompanying stage action.
Philadelphia critics rated her 
performance as “one of the fin­
est of the evening.” Miss Addi­
son repeated her success two 
weeks later at the Boston Opera 
House, and won overwhelming 
praise from Boston’s critics. Since 
then she has starred in Carmen, 
Rigoletto, La Boheme and Turan- 
dot, has become used to ovations 
here and abroad, has become 
known for her Bach recordings 
with the Robert Shaw Chorale, 
appearances with the Boston, 
Chicago, New York Philharmonic 
and NBC Symphonies, and in ra­
dio and concert programs. 
TREASURES GIFT 
She still considers her most 
treasured possession to be a gold 
watch presented to her by mem­
bers of the New England Opera 
'Theatre Guild in appreciation oi 
her gallant achievement which 
saved the day for the entire com­
pany In the Turk In Italy. The 
watch is inscribed: “To Adelc
Addison—N.E. Opera Theatre for 
performance beyond the line of 
duty-10-20-49.”
Miss Addison is the second art­
ist in this season’s Civic Music 
Association Concert series.
am expected to buy. I would 
like to be my husband’s very 
all; with some spoiling too. Some­
what comical as this may sound 
(even to me) I am truly in ear­
nest. What do you say? —F.B. 
DON’T ENVY NEUROTICS 
DEAR F.B.: In answer to your 
question, one might paraphrase 
a verse from Scripture and say: 
“Envy not the neurotic, nor em­
ulate W  of his (or her) ways.” 
I suggest that these dazzled 
husbands of consumingly selfish 
wives are “ scorched moth" neu­
rotics. They are mixed-up char­
acters, unaccustomed to comfor­
table and constructive inter­
change with the women in their 
lives.
They are unconsciosly unsold 
on their worth as men (due to 
early conditioning); and have 
gravitated by neurotic affinity 
to a neurotic kind of woman.
RUTLAND
guaranteed to keep them on the 
anxious seat, in a familiar groove 
of discomfort as regards “love” .
The exploited husband who 
sentimentally coddles and re­
veres his alcoholic wife, or baby 
doll wife, or parasitic des{wt 
wife (as the case may be)—while 
she dwells in a dream world that 
shuts him out; or tolerates him 
as a bumbling intruder — is a 
chap who doesn’t feel equal to 
the tests of co-adult marriage 
He feels that the mature level 
of clear-eyed healthy give-and- 
take, where man and wife par 
ticipatc as adult equals, is beyond 
his reach or capacity.
DON’T “MOTHER” TOO MUCH 
In domestic alliance with the 
obscurely defective, demanding 
helpless female, he is able to en 
joy a sense of usefulness, even 
of superiority, to his companion 
But the more fully developed wo­
man leaves him cold — with 
deep-down sense that she’s too 
much for him. She is out of his 
class, according to his uncon 
scious reckoning, hence he enter­
tains no attraction to her.
However, to get back on the 
beam of your inquiry — perhaps 
the mistake you good wives 
make, on the score of sentiment, 
is being too maternal in mar­
riage. Too maternal towards your 
husbands, I mean. For example, 
by encouraging them to take you 
for granted, as the family back 
stop who indulges all members 
at her expense — and save pen­
nies by neglecting herself.
In the final analysis, marriage 
could be more fun, and your hus­
bands happier (and you too), if 
you would take care to invest 
intelligently in your appearance, 
to maintain sweetheart interest. 
You thereby educate your man 
to feel that “the wife is worth 
it,” and keep alive that spirit of 
romapee you are hungering for 
—M.H.
Mary Haworth consels through 
her column, not by mail or per­
sonal interview. Write her in 




MONTRHh\L (CP) — There’s a 
man behind the success of every 
woman, says Dr. Milly B. Halber- 
stadt, a general practitioner In 
Malone, N.Y. Mother of three, she 
believes a ‘ woman can go only 
as far as her husband helps her 
go in business or a career.
She was Interviewed here while 
attending a refresher course for 
general practitioners at the Royal i 
Victoria Hospital. Two other 
women doctors were among those 
taking the course.
Her husband, Joseph, has a 
doctorate as a chemist. He is a 
metal company executive in their 
hometown.
CHEMIST HUSBAND
“My husband Is basically a 
scientist,” She said, “and he has 
always understood my desire for 
a career. As a woman in medi­
cine I’ve never run Into any 
prejudice. In fact many of my 
patients arc men."
Her home life is not without 
Its minor problems, she admitted. 
Once when her son Joseph, now 
17, was younger, one of his com­
panions had opened a door for 
her as she entered a building.
“My mother is not a lady,” 
young Joseph told his friend. 
“She’s only a doctor.”
She said it would be nice if 
one of her children chose medi­
cine as a career. But only one 
of the three, 12-year-old Marc 
has any ambitions in that field 
In Malone, Dr. Halberstadt is 
la staff member—with 21 male 
doctors—of the community’s hos­
pital. She is qualified to handle 
all phases of medical treatment 
except major surgery. She pre­
fers cardiology, obstetrics and 
dermatology.
A graduate of the Berlin medi- 
Planning to do a little spring!cal school, she emigrated to the 
cleaning early? If so, set aside | united States in 1937, there meet 




Tlie Ladies’ Auxiliary to the 
Kelowna Packers Hockey Club 
will welcome donations to the 
forthcoming Bake and Rummage 
Sale to be held Saturday, Jan­
uary 17 at the old Safeway store 
next to the Post Office starting at 
2 p.m.
Donations of baking or rumm­
age would be very greatly appre­
ciated, and anyone having con­
tributions is asked to call 3439 or 
M87, and pickup will be arrang­
ed either ’Thursday or Friday.
SPECIAL DOLL
CORNER BROOK. Nfld. (CP) 
The doll that was presented for 
a lucky draw at a local theatre 
by the Hadassah group was not 
only dressed as a queen with a 
golden dress and tiara — it was 
covered with 25 $1 bills.
SCOTTISH ABBEY
The foundations of the abbey at 
Arbroath, near Dundee in Scot­
land, were laid in 1178.
\
PEACHLAND
PEACHLAND — The first meete 
Ing of the New Year for the Wo* 
men’s Institute was held in the 
Municipal Hall, with the presU 
dent, Mrs. L. Aj’res in the chair.
The pupils of the Elementary • 
school are to be asked to par* 
ticipate in making valentines for 
competition. First and second 
prizes will be awarded to pupils 
In each grade. Another competi­
tion has been arranged and is 
open to members of the Institute.
It was decided to make an 
“ Institute scrapbook" this year. 
At every meeting each member 
is expected to bring a recipe or 
something suitable, pertaining to 
an important day or festival, dur­
ing the current month, For Feb­
ruary, suitable recipes will bo 
required for St. Valentine’s Day, 
and they will be pasted in tho 
scrapbook with the member’s 
name.
As the next regular meeting 
date falls on the same day as tho 
World Day of Prayer, Feb. 13, 
the members will attend the serv­
ice first, and will then convene in 
the Municipal Hall for the busi­
ness meeting.
Hostesses for the afternoon were 
Mrs. L. Watts and Mrs. W. H. 
Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Ivor Jackson
SVELTE SUIT
By VERA WINSTON
Here i« a suit that is good olf* 
its own with furs, and fine un- ihave returned from a three week
dcr an easy coat when it gets 
really cold. The little jacket 
gains distinction via the self- 
fringed border at the buttoned 
closing and the small scarf. 
The skirt is attached at the 
Empire line to a bodice of mat­
ching wool jersey. The suit fab­
ric is a spongy woolen.
SALLY'S SALLIES
holiday in Toronto where they 
celebrated Christmas and New 
Years with their son and daught­
er-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. James 
Jackson and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ibbotsoa 
with their two grandchildren, 
have left for their home in Camp­
bell River, V.I. Mr, Ibbotson has 
been on the fruit inspection staff 
at Westbank all season.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Sims and 
their visitors from Moose Jaw, 
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Anderson; 
motored to the coast for the fest­
ive season, and have returned 
from a three week holiday spent 
visiting in Vancouver, Victoria 
and Seattle.
“Well, Mom and Dad will be 
pleased you brought me home 
so early.”
TO BE BIGGEST BIQP
COLLINGWOOD, Ont (CP) — 
'The 715-foot Menihek Lake which 
will be the largest Canadian ship 
on the Great Lakes when it en­
ters service in the spring, was 
launched at Colling\\’ood ship­
yards. It is the first vessel built 
for a new firm, Caryore Limitccl 
of Montreal, Canadian subsidiary 
of M. A. Hanna Ltd,, of Cleve­
land.
Treat All Children In Family 
As Individual Personalities
RUTLAND—The Womens Aux­
iliary of the Rutland Volunteer 
Fire Brigade held their first reg­
ular meeting of the new year in 
tho flrchnll annex recently
New president Mrs. C. Keller- 
man was in the chair, and the 
officers for the coming year were 
Introduced. They arc vice-presi­
dent, Mrs. Harry May; secretary 
Mrs, Blrt Showltr: treasurer, 
Mrs. G. Morphy. Mrs.. Alexander 
Is In charge of publicity and Mrs. 
Roy ptcarns is the recording sec­
retary.
Activities for the winter and 
spring were discussed, it was 
(locidcd to hold a SI. Patrick’s 
ten, baking and hnndywork sale 
on Saturday, March 14, in the an­
nex. At the close of the business 
meeting coffee was perved, Mrs. 
Coghill being the hostess.
Mrs. D. Cassidy is a visitor at 
the home of her son-in-law and 
daughter Mr, and Mrs. R. C, 
Lucits.
Brian'Burnell, son of Mr. and 
M rs.'E . Burnell, is a patient In 
the' Kelowna Hospital,
WINFIELD .......................... . . . .
WINFIELD -  The Evening 
Branch of St. Margaret’s Guild 
recently entertained the After- 
npon (Mother) Branch in St. Mar­
garet’s Parish Hall.
Some games were played foT
By Garry Cleveland Myers, Ph.D.
I get many letters about the 
older of two children indicating 
that the older feels jealous of 
the younger. Sometimes it la 
about the oldest of several chil­
dren, or the next to the young­
est, who doesn’t feel he stands 
as well in the family as tho 
others. Occasionally, it’s the 
younger or youngest who seems 
to feel this insecurity.
HABITS VARY
As any parent of several chil­
dren knows, children In the 
same family differ widely and 
their differences may increase 
os they grow older, even after 
they grow up and have flmilles 
of their own.
HITHER AND YON
lowed by whist,>wlth prizes given.
Sards went to Mrs. G. Gib- Mrs, J. Chisholm. Con-High aw
solatlon awards were won by 
Mrs. W. Pawley and, Mrs, G. 
Hrodie;
Delicious refreshments were 
served.
a iU R a ilL I . IN MOROCCO
MARRAKESH. Monwco (Reut 
ers)—Sir W i n s t o n  and Lady 
Churchill have arrived In Mar-
WEEKEND VISITORS . . .  at 
the homo of Mr. and Mrs. A. B 
Clark were their son-in-law and 
daughter, Mr. and Mrs, J. A 
Vance of Trail, who with their 
daughter Heather, and Mrs. 
James Carter, also of Troll, were 
enroute to Vancouver where 
Heather ottend.s Crofton mouse 
School. ,
ENJOYING . ,\ . a holiday in 
Southern California at present 
arc Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Cram 
who are visiting relatives during 
on extended holiday,
VISITING . . . Mrs. Anne Arm 
strong over the weekend were 
her 8<in-ln-lnw and daughter, Mr 
and Mifs. Mel Reynolds.
CURRENl’LY . I , enjoying a 
vacation in California arc Mr, 
and Mrs. Gordon Crosby, who left 
this week for the southern state.
ENROUTE . . , to California 
where they plan to si>end a vacn 
tlon, are Mr. and Mrs. J . W 
Bedford, They expoct to vIsR ifor' 
mcr Kelowna residenta Mr. and 
Mrs. EdwanI Coelcn nt Oceanside 
during their holiday.
Lamps featuring early  Amcrl-1 rakeah b>* a ir  from London for a
can and Oriental motifs. winter RoUday.
Growing children differ In the 
way they eat, sleep or learn I 
habits like toileting or sharing, | 
later In home responsibilities. 
They differ in their ways of 
having run alone or with other 
children.
Tlicy are different in ages, of 
course, but nt any age, each may 
differ from the other when at i 
that same age. And they differ in | 
success nt winning friends and in 
their progress nt school.
AFFECTS OTHERS 
What parents may not keep 
In mind is that when any one I 
child conforms noticeably or co­
operates better than the rest—oi* 
worse than the rcste-thls fact 
makes a difference in the other | 
children, 0 difference In the wny | 
they feel and act.
It nhso make n difference in| 
he wny parents feel and act to­
ward each of the children.
It's wonderful I when parents I 
are nwnre of these differences 
and constantly try to help ench| 
child (eel himself n worthy mem­
ber o( the family group.
I know n fnmlly of five chil­
dren, ranging in ages from five to | 
13, in which tho parents, espe­
cially the mother, is keenly con- 
.scious of each child’s strivings I
W H Y  BE SATISFIED . . .
W IT H  O N LY  HALF . . .
ENOUGH NEW S . . .
WHEN YOU CAN 
GET THE 
COMPLETE 
STORY IN  
YOUR LOCAL
DAILY NEWSPAPER
AT A PRICE 
YOU CAN 
AFFORD TO 
P A Y . . .
W HY W A IT TILL TOMORROW FOR TODAY'S NEWS, WHEN YOU CAN READ IT
TODAY IN  YOUR DAILY PAPER!
Short delivery distances make it possible for your local daily newspaper to print 
news which happens minutes before the paper goes to press. You read it in that 
day’s issue, NOT THE NEXT DAY.
In addition to this fast service in reporting world news, only the local paper carries 
a full resume of what’s going on in and around the neighborhood. No other daily 
newspaper published anywhere gives you this inclusive service.
The Daily Courier employs a staff of writers deeply engrossed in their community
and its activities .Only your local daily paper gets behind worthwhile community 
enterprises and assist them through to a successful finish,
Turquoise was prized above a 
other precious »tone.s by the an 
dent Pueblo Indians of Mexico
for a place and of tho ups and| 
among them in the 
alive fechngs of security. 
PARENTS’ PROBI,EM 
'Theso parents have helped each 1 
child nt different times rise from 
what Rccmcd to him or her a low 
place with great success, Hutl 
theso parents arc also aware that 
sometimes tliey go too far and 
thus create some problem in one 
or more of the other children. 
Yet their particular genius lies 
in being sensitive to the over-all 
problem, and of planning and 
working together toward helping 
cncli of theso five youngsters feel 
more and more n worthy mem­
ber of the family iRrotip. 
AN8WERINO PARENTS* 
qUESTlONS
Q, Whch a child engages In 
conversation with a guqst how 
should the gue.st behave?
A, He should listen courteous­
ly and With attention.
is vital to
every family in the Heart of the Okanagan Valley
IT REGULARLY
FOR DEPENDABLE HOME DELIVERY SERVICE TO YOUR DOORSTEP EVERY AFTERNOON
PHONE 4 4 4 5  CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Trend is to THE DAILY COURIER -  today's News -  Today!"
i ' ’ '. f •
;  j.». /  ,
j«t%;
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Communist China Plans Big 
Desert Reclamation Project
KELOH’KA DAILY C0UE1EB.*TVESDAT. JAN. IS. 195S PAGE
iMil.
By RONALD FARQUllAR
PEIPING (Reuters) — China is 
going all out in 1959 to reclaim 
the desert wastes that stretch for 
more than 380,000 square miles 
across the north of the country.
strong winds, threaten farm lands ' 
and villages on the desert fringes. I 
In summer, a blazing sun | 
roasts the sands at temperatures 
of up to 90 degrees Fahrenheit.' 
In winter, the mercury dips to
V.
. Camels, horses, airplanes and;®** ^  degrees blow zero.
I hundreds of thousands of twas-i Trees, grass and shrubs are ef-l)eas-i




plant trees, shrubs and 
land dig irrigation canals
wea|X)ns for taming the 
They f o r m  a barrier 
against winds and also help to
desert.
-r
"JA , t I  
j2F'
rĴ V' r "
estimated 44,000 square miles ofj[\P*^ sands firm and prevent | 
parched, barren land. 1 them front drifting. Special, tough i
[desert plants are used, which 
This target i.s more than twice.grow rapidly, have deep roots 




REBELS EXECUTE POLICE CAPTAIN
Two members of a rebel fir­
ing squad draw their guns on 
Port Police Captain Alejandro 
Olayon of Santiago during exe­
cution in Santa Clara. Cuba. 
Olayon was sentenced to death 
by a revolutionary court after 
biting found guilty of killing a
youn<; revolutionary, Arsenio 
Escalona, whose body was 
found floating in bay after be­
ing tortured. Garcia Olayon
Ontario Launches Plan To Create 
Own Seaport Linking Sub-Arctic
TORONTO (CP)-r-Ontario ha.s 
started a $5,000,000 program to 
create its first seaport, linking 
the sub-Arctic with the province’s 
Industrial south.
Premier Frost said Friday en­
gineers are working on prelimin­
ary plans for port facilities at 
Moosonce, a community on the 
Moose R i v e r  15 miles from 
James Bay.
“I’m not fooling about Moo- 
gonee,” he said. “This is a na­
tural and we are starting right 
now. Great industries can be 
built up there with a railroad
Mr. Frost said Planning Min­
ister Nickle and Health Minister 
Dymond recently visited the area 
and fully support the project.
“Just look at the map of North 
America,’’ the p r e m i e r  said. 
"Hudson and .James Bays are 
like’ an arrow .pointing down into 
the heartland of the continent. It 
is simple to connect the unlimited 
Arctic resources to industrial 
Ontario.”
He said engineers of the public 
works department are sounding 
the bay for a channel and check­
ing on port f a c i l i t i e s  at 
Moosonee.right at the door.”
Moosonee, populated mainly by;SEEK FEDERAL AID 
Cree Indians, is the northernj Mr. Frost said he is trying to 
terminus of the provincially- interest the federal government
owned OnfSTrio Northland Rail­
way which runs south to con­
nect with the CNR at Cochrane 
and the CNR and CPR at North 
Bay. A few white residents run 
railway and trading facilities.
in providing an additional SIO,- 
000,000 for the project. “It is one 
of the most tremendous things 
that could be done for the devel 
opment of the North.”
He noted that the Belcher Is-
Northern Bank Manager Says
By SANDY CAMPBELL 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
FROBISHER BA Y. N.W.T. 
(CP)—There was eight feet of 
snow outside the front door of the 
Frobisher Bay branch of the Bank 
of Montreal last June.
The pioneering branch mana­
ger. Hugh Parniitor, conceded 
the last winter’s snowfall had 
been unusually heav.v—four times 
the average—but he said even 
normal winter weather here can 
be rough.
The 51-ycar-old native of Van­
couver has lived all over the 
Canadian north. Ho established 
the bank’s branch at Kitimat, 
B.C., In 1952, and he lived for a 
time In the Yukon.
HEALTHY COLD 
"I take weather pretty well in 
stride,’' he says, “ but when the 
wind Is blowing in February and 
March this is the harshest cli­
mate I’ve ever lived in. On the 
other hand, it’s a healthy climate, j 
Nobody ever seems to get worse! 
than a cold.”
The gregarious, pipe - smoking 
bachelor arrived here about a 
.vear ago. He wasn’t the first 
banker on the scone. A branch of 
the Ro.val Bank of Canada opened 
for business seven weeks before 
Mr. Parrnlter landed,
Most of the banks’ business Is 
with construction companies and 
their employees, expected to 
number 1,200 this year. Thi? com­
munity has a permanent popula­
tion of about 7,50, including 200 
transport department employees 
who operate the airport that has 
made Frobisher Bay “ the Arctic 
crossroads of the world,”
Clinging to the southern end of 
Daffln I,stand, Frobisher Bay nf 
the moment has little to offer in 
the way of entertainment. There 
is no radio, television or theatre. 
Tlie climate 200 mile.s below the 
Arctic Circle is impossible for 
agriculture, and all sunplics must 
be shipped in from the outside, 
FOOD EXPENSIVE 
The cost of living Is high. A 
restaurant meal coats $3.50, Tlic\ 
customer can go back for accond.s 
but it la still ex|ieniiive ■— three 
meals a day amount to 110,50 or 
more than 1300 n month. Dank 
manager Parmlter says that for 
Frobisher Bay It’s , an Improve­
ment—a year ago a meal cost 
M.50. .
“What WO urgently need hero Is 
Iictter hinifiing. Except for fowl, 
costs are not extraordinarily high. 
The Hudson’s Bay store has 
prnctlcnlly anything you can niik 
for and Ronald Mack of Chute 
dc.s Passes, Quo. plans to open a 
men’s rlotliing stoiY sikui.
“ Frobisher Boy has nii intcre.st- 
Ing future Several mining firms 
are Intcrcstwl In Iron ore pros 
fleets and an oil compiiny Is 
surveying the noHhern end of the 
Island,”
REAL ENTHUSIAST 
Balph SL Julian of East Coast
Carriers Limited, which services 
all aircraft landing at Frobisher, 
is the community’s one - man 
cheering section. Only under pres­
sure will he admit he wasn't born 
and raised here. He is a native 
of Montreal.
With the slighest encourage­
ment Mr. St. Julian takes oft en­
thusiastically on Frobisher’s po­
tential. His enthusiasm is shared 
by King Forde. cargo director for 
Maritime Central Airways which 
makes a weekly trip here from 
Moncton via Goose Bay, Labra­
dor.
“ Frobisher Bay is just begin­
ning to percolate,” say.s Mr.
Forde.. “It’s like Goose Bay wa.s 
10 years ago and it is going to 
develop even faster than Goose." James Bay.
lands, 400 miles to the north In 
Hudson Bay, are said to contain 
millions of tons of ore running 35 
to 45 per cent iron. ■ Moosonee 
could become a refining and 
shipping site for. the ore.
There jvas a possibility of de­
veloping local traffic in the south­
ern portion of Hudson Bay which 
was warmer than the North.
Col. C. E. Reynolds, chairman 
of the Ontario Northland Trans 
portation Commission which runs 
the ONR, reported last summer 
that a seaport at Moosonee would 
open great mineral opportunities 
in the region. He said the Hud­
son Strait route to the Atlantic 
was open three months each 
EXPLORER NAMED IT
Moosonee was first named 
more than 300 years ago by an 
English explorer, Captain James 
who formed a temporary settle­
ment at the site. It was little 
more than an Indian stopping 
place until July of 1932 when the 
ONR ■ line from Cochrane was 
completed. Officials revived the 
old name for the railway station.
It was eclipsed as an early 
trading centre by Moose Factory, 
on an island in the Moose River 
two miles from Moosonee, where 
the Hudson Bay Company has 
kept a post since 1672 and which 
became a strategical prize in the 
English and French trade wars 
of the 18th century. About 1,000 
Indians and 250 whites are on 
the island.
There was little development 
at Moosonee until about three 
years ago when it . became 
jumping-off spot for men and 
materials building northern ra­
dar stations.
A twice - weekly mixed train 
the Polar Bear, travels the 186 
miles of bushland and muskeg 
from Cochrane. Its passengers 
are mainly Indians, except in the 
autumn when hunters head north­
ward to hunt wild geese in- the 
vast salt marshes “ of southern
h a v e  
y o u  
a  p r o b l e m  
c o n c e r n i n g
I I
M G ?
If you arc a recent soU,lor from Britain, 
and hold Blocked Sterling a.s.Hot«/or if 
yoiMmvo received a legacy from a 
rcHKlent of BriUtin or the sterling jirca, 
you are invited to consult any branch 
of Imperial Bank of Canada regarding, 
the transfer of such a,s.sets to this 
country.
Oar wrvicea and Bpoclalizod knowledge 
of ynited Kingdom tmd Sterling Area 
r(;gitlation» affecting sccuritie.s and 
blocked Bterling balance-s lU’o freely 
available to assist you.
Your mtiuiries nro invited nt any hranrlt of
Imperial Hank of Canada from atasUo coast.
IM P E R II IL
was arrested when he tried to 
escape in a yacht.—(AP) photo)
j claimed by afforestation in the 
last nine years. Officials say that 
even bolder plans are likely in 
the future. TTiese arc part of pro­
grams w o r k e d  out at a confer­
ence last fall to conquer the des­
erts in 10 provinces and autono­
mous regions in northern China 
during the next seven years.
The aim of the campaign, offi­
cials say. is to check disastrous 
sandstorms, protect and enlarge 
existing pasture and farm land 
and prepare the ground for set­
ting up Industries in former des­
ert areas.
RUSSIA NEIGHBOR
The waste lands, which include 
about 130,000 square miles of the 
Gobi Desert, like mainly' in the 
Singkiang Autonomous Region, 
which borders on the Soviet Un­
ion. and in Ningsia, Inner Mon­
golia, and the provinces of Ching- 
hai, Kansu, Shensi and Hopei. 
Their total area is estimated at 
11 per cent of the whole country.
’They are arid, b a r r e n  and 
stony with little vegetation or
V
much moisture. They are planted 
in long shelter belts in the desert 
and along railways,, roads and 
river banks and on the fringes of 
the desert. 1 ^
One giant shelter belt in th e , 
northwest, stretching for nearly I /  
1,000 miles and called China’s |- 
“Green Great Wall,” is nearing ' ) 
completion.
The belt begins at the western­
most end of Kansu province, 
known as China’s ancient gate­
way to the west, and for much of 
its length runs almost parallel to 
the original great Wall of China, 
built more than 2,000 years ago 
to keep out marauding nomads 
from the north. It averages about 
one mile in width.
Observations show that shelter 
belts can cut down wind speeds 
in toe desert to 15 miles an hour 
from about 38 miles an hour.
About 700,000 people worked on 
the Kansu shelter belt in the 
spring of 1958. In 1959, more than 
100 light aircraft will help to .sow 
seeds in the desert, flying at a
build! up big food caches like 
this one. the winter will be 
long. Others say H just means 
the pecan crop was good.




VANCOUVER (CP) -  Soccer 
plajers used some well - aimed 
brute force to stop a disturbance 
b}' their own fans at a weekend 
game here.
An unidentified supjKirter of 
Colun\bus on the mainland senior 
league's second division charged 
onto the field after referee Tom 
Miller after claiming that an op< 
posing player handled the ball 
when he scored a goal.
But before the- fan reached his 
objective, the fan was tackled by 
Columbus conch Graziano Fran- 
zon.
A second supporter rushed to 
the aid of the stricken fan. Co­
lumbus players threw him off the 
field.
The two teams then got back 




This cache of pecans stashed 
away in a crack of a utility 
pole in Venedy, 111., will feed 
the feathered friends during 
the winter. Old-timers in this 
village, noted for its pecan 
trees, ciaim that when the birds
RELICS OF OLD
NOVI SAD, Yugoslavia (Reut­
ers) — Remnants of six prehis­
toric animals have been found 36 
feet under the bed of the Dan­
ube River in northern Yugo­
slavia. Bridge-builders found re­
mains of four mammoths, a bi­
son and a deer, of an age esti­
mated between 20,000 and 25,000 
years.
Phelps Johnson, architect of 
the famous Quebec bridge, died 
at Montreal in 1926 at age 76.
wkk wM«k t* Bwelaya Bank
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reasons why
. the more
1. Newspaper advertising reaches mare people than 
any other medium, Canada's 4 ,069,000 families buy 
newspapers every day. Every one of these people has 
the opportunity to see every ad in the doily news­
paper. Only 0 small number of these people could be 
reached with any TV , radio or mogazine ad.
2. People like advertising in newspapers better than 
in any other medium. People feel friendly toward 
advertising in newspapers. Surveys show that far 
fewer people wont advertising in any other media. 
An advertiser wants his customers to like him, so it 
stands to reason he will benefit if he runs his ads 
where they please instead of annoy people. ,
' t ‘ ■
3. Newspapers deliver more "ready to buy" prospects 
then any other medium. Newspapers offer something 
for everybody —  information, entertainment, edi­
torials, advertising. And the reader is attracted to 
the ad that interests him. This means that reader- 
ship ratings on ads represent live prospects for the 
advertiser, These people ore eosy to sell because they 
hove a product Interest. On the other hand broad­
cast ratings indicate people with an interest in the 
progrom, not necessarily a buying interest in the 
product.
4. Newtponer advertising gets more action l;han any 
other medium. As a news medium, fhe daily news­
paper gives advertising an atmosphere of action and 
bellevobillty. People have confidence in and believe 
In newspapers, This prompts action on the part of 
the reader,
?. Newspaper advertising ofiFors more local selling 
flexibility than any othet medium. Advertisers can 
use newspapers market-by-market —  to protect 
strong markets, to bolster week markets, to vary ad­
vertising whore potential varies, to meet competitive 
attacks, to get better timing with their sales and mer­
chandising programs than Is possible In any other 
medium.
rubUtiMd la ilM la u ru t • !  n o n  alfocUn advorUolna t>r
6. Newspapers give more flexibilify In selling copy 
than any other medium. An advertiser can tell his 
story in the size that suits his needs. He can use a 
two-page spread to tell a detailed copy story, or ha 
can tell his story in the same or smaller space with 
just a few words. He can run a 100-line or a 1,000- 
line od, depending on his budget and strategy. A 
newspaper offers advertisers more physical ond cre­
ative flexibility than any other medium.
7. Newspaper advertising offers better retoil mer­
chandising than any other advertising. Canadian Re­
tailers insert 82 %  of their advertising dollar in the 
dailv newspaper— -more than they spend in oil other , 
media combined. No other medium has as close a 
relationship with retailers ovthe doily newspaper^
8. Newspaper advertising is a safer and euror Invest­
ment than odvertising in any other medium. In soma
media a good percentage of the results ora affected 
by the variohles of the medium, orfd bv the medium's 
own comootition. In newspapers, the odvertising 
stonds on its own two feet, unaffected by such vorl- 
ables, Newspaper advertising Is alwoys ready ond 
woiting to 'H it the time, ploce and pleasure of the  
consumer. The dally newspaper Is alwoys selling.
9. Ncwsneoor odvcrt'slnq produces more soles per'’ 
dollar of advertising cost than do other medio, The
cost of on advertising medium depends on o ,com- 
blnotlpn of two things: First, how much It costs to 
reach a person with a sales story. Second, what 
action ,thot solos story couses the person to toko —  
or, how much it costs to make o sole. The best fig ­
ures available indicate tho^ the newspaper delivers 
a message to a person for Q typicol advertiser at a 
cost at least as low as the cost of delivering the 
message through television or magazines. And the 
other eight points guarantee more sales action per 
message delivered,
i ' \
: i I -J
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Cost So Little, Do So M uch-Classified Ads. Dial 4 4 4 5
Funeral Homes
Tbe Interior's flnejt ftloriiuiT
DAY’S FUNEKAL 8EKV1CE 
LTD.
We oiler you the comlortiiut 
services Uiat caa only be founu 
in suitable sur^undbi 
1U5 EUls St.
Coming Events
SQUARE DANCE CLASSES 
every lliursday. Okanagan Mis­
sion Hall. Caller Les Boyer, 
Otnak. Warhington. Everybody 
welcome. Square dancing is lun.
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COURIER PATTERNS





DUCTS. Free presentations. 
Jean Hawes, Phone 4715. 147
STEAM BATH -  MASSAGE -  
Reflexology. Appointments, phone 
4851. Hours 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
141
SCOTT'S ANTI-GRAY HAIR 
TONE imparts natural-looking 
color and lustre to gray, streaked 
and'laded hair. Not a dye, not a 
tint, a white greaslcss cream 
equally effective on all shades of 
hair. At Dyck's. Long's. Trench, 
and Willctt-Taylor Drug Stores.
134
Business Personal
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 





BUILD IN GLENVIEW HEIGHTS
Only three lots left in this very popular residential subdivision. 
Each lot has over 80 ft. frontage and a lovely view.
Close to school, close to town, and domestic water laid on. 
N.H.A, approved.
ONE PRICE S1750.00.
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate











^4 mile south of the Bridge 




Don’t throw away that old 
lampshade! Recover it, or 
make a new one over the old 
frame. Ten ideas included for 
many different kinds of shades. 
Instructions 597: .step-by-step 
directions for ten thrifty lamp­
shades or shade-covers.,
Send TTIIRTY-FIVE CENTS 
in coin.s (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern to The 
D a i l y  Courier, Nccdlecraft 
Dept.. *60 Front St. W.. Toronto, 
Ont. Print plainly PATTERN 
NUMBER, your NAME and 
ADDRESS.
Send for a copy of 19.59 Laura 
Wheeler Nccdlecraft Book. It 
has lovely designs to order: 
embroidery, crochet, knitting, 
weaving, quilting, toys. In the 
book, a special surprise to make 
a little girl happy—a cut-out 
doll, clothes to color. Send 25 
cents for this book.
P
2 CHGICE PRGPERTIES GLENVIEW HEIGHTS
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WELL DIGGING AND CLEAN­
ING and cement rings supplied. 
Phone 7588. tf
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. tf
WE BUILD ANY KIND OF 
houses, also repair work and al­




Use a 100-lb. feedbag or 
bright remnants—make this 
apron to keep you pretty on 
kitchen duty. See diagram, it’s 
easy. Tomorrow’s pattern: 
Jumper outfit.
Printed Pattern 9201: Misses’ 
Sizes Small (10, 12; Medium 
(14, 16); Large <18, 20). All 
given sizes take 100-lb. feedbag 
or l '/4 yards 39-inch fabric.
Printed directions on each 
pattern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FORTY CENTS (40c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern. Please 
print plainly SIZE, NAME, AD­
DRESS, STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, Care of The Daily 
Courier, Pattern Dept., 60 Front 
St. W., Toronto, Ont.
No. 1
Real executive home for the 
price of ordinary bungalow. 
2200 sq. ft. of floor space with 
such features as 16 x 18 mas­
ter bedroom, walk-in closets, 
wall to wall broadloom in 
living room and bedrooms. 
20 ft, family room with fire­
place and bar, long angle bar 
kitchen, private patio off 
rumpus room, double car­
port. heavy duty gas furnace, 
nicely fenced and I almost 
forgot the two bathrooms. 
Ideal terms can be arrangfcd.
No. 2
Eye - appealing split - level 
built by expert craftsmen 
only, 6 months ago. Owner is 
transferred and must dispose 
of his new home. This home 
has many built in features 
you only see in expensive 
luxury homes. There is a 
through hall with dividing 
planters inside fireplace in 
homey living room an L 
shaped dining area, open 
stairway with wrought iron 
railing. Play room and bed­
room in the high, bright 
basement. N.H.A. Mortgage 
$10,800.00. Pay $80.60 mo., in 
eluding taxes.
l - i s
C. E. METCALFE REALTY LTD.
253 BERNARD AVE (Paramount Block) PHONE 4919 
NIGHT PHONES 3163, 8582
A. W. GRAY
Real Estate & Insurance 
Agencies Ltd.
i)  193!), King Ytaturea 5ynJic>tf,~ Inc. World righu re-<crvcil.
DIEFS CALL
JOB PLAN
For Rent Pets &  Supplies
FURNISHED 2 ROOM APART­
MENT. Kitchen, bedroom and 
bathroom, fully heated. 275 Leon 
Ave. Phone 8027. tf
Position W anted
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone 2215. tf
TEENAGER WOULD LIKE TO 
baby sit 2 nights a week, or 
would look after children week­
end afternoons. Phone 4681.
136
BACHELOR SUITE — Half block 
from town. Bed sitting room, kit­
chen, bathroom, stove and fridg., 
oil heat. 555 call 2125. tf
SHELLEY’S PET SUPPLIES
Souvenir lines 40% reduced. Few 
breedei: budgies still available. 
Males $3.00. females $2.00. Guar­
anteed young budgies $5.95. Pup­
pies — pet foods, — supplies. 590 
Bernard Ave. Phone 2000. 139
Poultry And Livestock
DUPLEX ON BENVOULIN RD. 
$75 month .Heat and water sup­
plied. Phone 8673. 137
GRADUAl’E NURSE WISHES 
day time work. Phone 7219.
133
EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER 
desires part time babysitting in 
evening. Phone 2471 after 5:30 
p.m. tf
DRY FIR SLA'BS AND BUSH 
WOOD. Immedial
Help W anted (Female)
r e u a b l e I vom^  yea¥ s
or over to take care of family of 
five children, two in school, Live 
In. Salary and board. Apply to 
Box 1291 Daily Courier. tf
Fuel And Wood
l a r g e  GOOSE AND DUCK — 
35c lb. live weight. Phone 7937.
134
Paramount Bldg.)
247 Bernard Ave. Phone 3175
STOREY 3 BEDROOM HOME, with large diningroom-living- 
room Full plumbing, electricity, part basement. Nice lot, with 
fruit trees garage and woodshed. Very gooci location, close to <uty 
high and elementary schools. Price $7,900, with $3,900 down and the 
balance at $75 per month.
2 STOREY HOUSE on Bernard, close to city centre. 4 bedrooms 
UP 2 quite large. 2 bedrooms, livingroom, large kitchen, hall and 
bathroom down Immediate revenue available renting r^m s.^or 
could be easily converted to suites. There is a g^age, cooler and 
woodshed. Price only $9,450, with $6,000 down. Exclusive listing.
51', ACRES with 4 ROOM COTTAGE, 220 wiring, part plumbing, 
2 bedrooms. Garage and woodshed. 2 chicken houses, and Pen for 
ducks. Small stream runs through property. Irrigation for of 
property. Close to stores, and near Highway 97. Clear title. Would 
trade for city property. Price $7,875, with $5,(K)0 down.
2 STOREY HOUSE in Westbank, 4 bedrooms up, livingroom, dining­
room sun room, kitchen, bathroom, laundry roorn and utility room
down! Exterior stucco, interior ^ S r
2 years ago. Picture'wmdow with view of lake. garage,
chicken house, 90’ x 150’ lot. Price $10,000 with only $3,000 down.-
A W GRAY J- F. KLASSEN_
Residence: McCurdy Road Resid^ce: 18 DUworth t o  
Rutland, B.C., Phone 6169 ' Bankhead. Phone 8885
A. E. JOHNSON 





M ortgages And 
Agreements
FOR THE BEST IN LOAN Ser- 
vice. See Reekie Agencies, 253 
Lawrence Ave.,' Photic 2346. tf
Property W anted
WE~HAVE THREE~¥iNCERE 
buyers wishing older type homes, 
that need lyork' in and near Kel­
owna, $1,000.00 down. Price
_______ __________________ $6,000,000 to $8,000.00. Contact
UTILITY TRAILER. PRICE $30. | Reekie Agencies, 253 Lawrence 
Phone 8816. 135 Avc. Telephone 2346. 138
RO BERT
H.
DRY BUSH W0OD — 14”-1G” , 
2 ft. and 4 ft. $14.00 corci deliver­
ed. Will cut any length. Phono 
4344. 134
Trailers
Help W anted (M ale) p;^|LY CROSSWORD
SALESMAN w «
National manufacturer has sales 
vacancy for a young man 24-35 
years, to reside in Okanagan Val­
ley. This is a permanent salaried 
position with pension, MSA and 
other benefits. Sales experience 
preferred but not c.s.scntlal. Must 
bo neat in appearance and good 
personality; also own good car 
for which car allowance is paid. 
For personal interview, apply 
giving age and other personal 
data Including pa.st employment 
record and phone number to Box 
1527 Daily Courier. 136
WANTED -  EXPERIENCED 
heating .and appliance salesman. 
Personal contact selling. Must 
Ivavp car. Apply Kelowna Courier 
Box 1534. 137
WANTED -  QUAUFIED MAN 
to take comiilcte charge of sheet 
metal department. Reply giving 





















22. Flat-topped 22. Cry of
Board And Room
BOARD AND ROOM FOR BUSI~ 
NE^M EN In comfortable home 
1086 Martin Avc., phono 6256.
Y 134
ROOMS OR BOARD AND ROOM 
for 2. IVvln beds, comfortable 
home. Phono 3271. i 139
For R^nt
2 BEDROOM HOU^E -  FOR 
particulars phone 2506. tf
BEDSHTING ROOM WITH PRI 
VATE bath, electric range and 
refrigerator, wall to wall carirct 
2 blocks from Post Office. Suit 
able one adult. Vacant. Apply 
1441 Richter or phone 2807, tf
3 ROOM FURNISHED, HEATED 
spite. Phono 2018. tf
TWO ROOM FULLY FURNISH 
EO Suite. Room and board 
nCnilable. Phone 6705. 135
i r n T T i w f  A 'l ^ ^  h*arvey ,
Avenue two bedroom house with 
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First class farm 
land. Good, close 
in location. Cow 
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LOVELY LINEp DRAPES -  
Green and brown leaf pntlern, six 
widths wide with 12’f)" draw 
drapery track. Complete price 
SCO', Phono 4960. 13S
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -  Here’s how to work U:
' A X V D L B A A X R




3 bedrooms, oak and tile 
floors, fireplace. Full dry 
basement, matching garage. 
All this for only $13,650.00 with 
only $3468.00 down. Basement 
|has fruit bin, laundry tubs, 
natural gas furnace and hot 
water heater; Hurry on this 
,onc.
Johnston & Taylor
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Bldg. 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
(Continued from Page 1)
1. To determine the number 
of unemployed persons who arc 
in need of financial aid.
2. To recommend ways and 
means of providing employment, 
with an estimate of costs.
THREE GROUPS
Persons to be helped fall into 
three groups, according to the 
commitee’s report:
1. Those in receipt of social as­
sistance who are not fully em­
ployable, but who could benefit 
through limited work in special 
categories. The brief states: 
“This correctly infers that pro- 
voncial government social as­
sistance rates are too low.”
2. Employable persons who are 
in receipt of social assistance 
and who can be further assisted 
through a limited amount of 
work.
3. Persons in receipt of unem­
ployment insurance benefits who 
can be further assisted through 
a limited amount of work. 
ALLOWABLE EARNINGS
A problem to be faced was that 
persons in receipt of social as­
sistance or unemployment insur­
ance benefits are allowed only a 
small amount of earnings, other­
wise the payment or benefit 
would be diminished.
Under social assistance, the 
maximum amount that can be 
earned extra in one month is 
$21.50, while the Unemployment 
Insurance Act also provides a 
graduated scale with a maximum 
of $13 a week.
Allowable amount of extra 
earnings depend on many fac­
tors, including the number of de- 
pentients (if any), and in the 
case of unemployment insurance, 
the reserve built up during prev­
ious employment and the scale of 
wages while employed.
With respect to the number of 
persons to be given employment 
and in regard to the costs to be 
met by the city, the special com- 
mitee reported that the “problem 
is a changing one . . . hampered 
with varying factors.”
But the committee estimated
that during the remainder of 
January there would be 40 per­
sons needing assistance, at a 
cost of $1,500. During February 
there would be an estimated 55 
needing assistance, at an esti­
mated cost of $2,000. March esti­
mates would be 80 and $3,000,
(Continued from Pag* I) 
of Asian affairs and Common­
wealth relations.
Agreonents jnado at th* Com­
monwealth trade and economic 
conference in Montreal will lead 
to 1,000 students and teachers re­
ceiving scholarships and fellow­
ships in Canada in a few years. 
But Ru.ssia also “ is not unmind­
ful of the benefits that flow from 
such a |x)Ucy.”
STUDENTS L \ MOSCOW 
Dio prime m i n i s t e r  said: 
“While I have no information of 
the number of Aslan students, I 
have learned just in the last few 
days that the number of African 
students now studying in Mos­
cow. Budapest and Prague ex­
ceeds 2,000, and you can be sure 
that there shall bo inculcated the 
ideas that arc part and parcel 
of the principles for which Mos­
cow stands. . .
“Material aid alone will not 
convince the uncommitted na­
tions of our sincerity nor win 
their allegiance to freedom in the 
battle of ideologies.”
Canada, he said, must be pre­
pared for a larger role ns It will 
“no longer be a middle ixiwcr, 
but one of the leading powers in 
the Wc- t̂."
Canada, which has contributed 
$4,500,000,000 to underdeveloped 
countries, would play an even 
larger role in the future. Be­
cause it was almost universally
"X e '^ 'b d e f stated regulations its role could be a unique
governing eligibility would have 
to be established, and these
would be subject to change. But 
as a start the committc sugges­
ted:
1. Persons to be aided must 
be Kelowna residents.
2. Rates paid while working 
Would be at the union rate paid to 
laborers.
3. Applications would be hand­
led by the city’s welfare admini­
strator, Tom Hamilton.
LIST OF PROJECTS 
The committee submitted the 
following list of projects as 
“worthy of consideration” ;
Strip, pile and burn trees from 
city gravel pit; clean beaches; 
clean up Knox Mountain Park 
and plant trees if practical; cary 
out clean-up work at nuisance 
ground; clean up bridge con­
struction site, and clean up and 
brush out wooded area of hos­
pital property.
Aid. Crookes emphasized that 
the commitee felt the plan was 
not fully adequate, ‘but it is a 
start in the right direction.” He 
said it also was proposed to help 
a few family cases where the 
husband is unable to work or 
where the mother is widowed and 
unable to get employment.
The brief stated that the pro­
posal ‘may bring to the attention 
of senior governments that there 
are two basic problems.”
They are: (1) to provide em­
ployment for employable per­
sons, and (2) to increase allow­
ance rates so as to provide a 
good average standard of living 
for persons who, “by reason, of 
ill health and often through no 
fault of their own,” find them­
selves unemployable.
Cars And Trucks
1955 GLACIER BLUE DELUX 
Model Volkswagen — Heater and 
turn signals. A pampered one 
owner car. Only $1,195.00 full 
price. Mervyn Motors Ltd. 134
NEW SALES TAX
BOSTON (AP) — Democratic 
Governor Foster Furloco has 
asked the Massachusetts legisla­
ture to enact a record $90,000,000 
in new taxes — including a sales 
tax — to help finance a record 
state budget of $454,154,687.
FOR SALE — LARGE LAKE- 
SHORE lot at Poplar Point, Good 
beach. Also beautiful. View Lot 
with city water. Apply owner G. 
D, Herbert, 1684 Ethel St. Dia» 
3874̂ __________ _____________ ,tf
TWO 3 BEDROOM HOUSES FOR 
sale — Phone 8239. 139
1957 FAIRLANE — ONE OWNER 
car in excellent contlition, White 
wall tires, signal lights, heater, 
low mileage. Phono 3038. tf
rgirM ETTcu^
New top, two new tires, new paint 
job, good upholstery. Clean inter­
ior, automatic transmission and 
power windows. Priced to sell — 
1350.00 down. Phono 8699 even- 
ngs or 4445 days. ^
TRAINS SET AFIRE
STAMFORD, Conn. (AP) — A 
string of cars on a New York- 
bound freight train jumped their 
tracks on the New Haven Rail­
road early Saturday and slammed 
against an empty mail train on 
another track. No one was in
IMMEDIATE SALE 
AUractlvo, solid, large vcvenuc 
possibility home. Clear title, 
reasonable. Apply ■ owner, 442 
Chrlstlcton. _____ _ 139
DUPLEX”^ l l  rooms with double 
lot. Suitable for old people’,s home 
Low price. Call 870 Harvey Ave.
Articles For Sale
INDGGR FUN
Ilumlrcda of Good Game# and 
Jig Saws






Spotless 7 year old tlirco bed 
room bungalow, gas heat, garage 
7 fruit trees, grapes, fenced. On 
Pandosy near hospital. Price 
only $12,000.00 with $3,000.00 
down. Call now, telephone 4960 
or 2340. Rccklo Agencies, 253 
Lawrence Ave. tf
BACK DUMPER AND CANOPY 
Well constructed. Fit 1054 Inter 
national Pick-up. Phono 7862 -  
773 Stockwell, Ave. 138
REMINGTON RAND DUPLlCA'l 
ING Machliu? and one cheque 
writer. Both In good condition. 
P hon^ l33 ._  \  13(1
COAL AND WOOD C I K C ^  
ING heater. Phone 37((̂ 4 o|r call at 
803 Lawrence (G)cnii)\Avc, tf
One letter simply etunds for nnotlicr. In this .sample A I.h used 
for the three L’s, X for tho two O',*), etc, Single letters, iqmstrophics,. .i__- A*. a». —̂ — At  .aIi EaImAom Hi im i* » iv mi' uiu Wu v/ ,-i ie wuiiiiu nnvio v|'»,v»the length Arid form ation Of tho wortls oro oU bints. Each day tlic 
_ ...........  ..... ... code letters n re ’dlWcrcnt, '' v. '  ̂ ■
w « ll?Iran i ,  v ' L ' ' 5  v j i ' n V n  ° i ' v K ' ’ x  A ^ 'p  o '"  p  F
I.OOKING FOR
USED SKATES?





chnndlsc to (every dcK>r in town 
seeking bui'ers . , • but n clnssb 
fled ad cjuickly tclb Jhou.snnd.s 
vihat yon have for solo, pial 4445.
BRITE BITS
' LONDON (A) — The mag­
istrate gravely considered the 
unusual behaviour of the young 
man and told him; “ I think 
you!d better see a psychia­
trist.”
'Die y o u n g  man’s name: 
Freud—Lucicn Michael Freud,
28, artist g r a n d s o n  of the 
founder of psycho - analysis, 
Sigmund Freud.
Magistrate Frank Powell ad­
ded, “Having regard to your 
name, I think you will sec the 
point of that.”
Powell fined Freud £5 for 
careless driving. It was the art­
ist’s 16th motoring conviction.
“I think you are tempera­
mentally unfitted to drive a 
car,” said Powell.
After hitting another car, 
Freud was said to have re­
versed his auto, parked it, 
brushed aside the driver of the 
other car, hailed a taxi and 
driven off.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-Thc 
California Supreme Court says 
you should beware of a bark­
ing dog.
A majority court decision 
held that salesman Alfred W. 
Gomes was not entitled to dam­
ages from Mrs. Selma Byrne of 
O r o V i 11 c, Calif., whose dog 
nipped Gomes. He sued for $5,- 
000.*
Testimony showed that Mrs. 
Byrne’s dog. Brownie, barked 
repeatedly before the salesman 
entered a gate to approach the 
house.
Gomes, said the court, “vol- 
untai'ily exposed himself to an 
obvious hazard.” In dissent, 
Justice' Jesse W. Carter de­
clared a barking dog “is n(ft 
necessarily vicious and could 
have been only playful and 
seeking attenUon.” _____
TOP-GRADE EGGS
Under Canadian government 
regulations eggs g r a d e d  “A, 
large”, must weigh at least 24 
ounces per dozen.
WILD ONIONS ’
anouiei uul/a. am.a: vv...a Die spicy plants of wild oiiions,
jured. Cars on both trains burn- pungent herbs, are found in th(J 
cd fiercely. Prairie provinces and Ontario.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
1951 PONTIAC — Dark grey, tor­
pedo back. Phone Dave Robert­
son. Lnkoview Motel,. 350^ 136
mrCREEN^MOT 
Sedan — Good tires, and special 
upholstery. Full price only 
$395.00. Mervyn Motors Ltd, 134
1953 FdRD**AUfOMA'riC — Per­
fect condition. Terms can be ar 
ranged, Phono 6759 evenings. ‘
135
1949 AUSTIN SEDAN -- 5,000 
miles on completely rebuilt 
motor. Winter tire.s, new brnkc 
lining. .Only $295,00 full price. 
Mervyn Motors Ltd. 134
rosFTA irA us™
excellent mechanical condition. 





CAR BUYERS! OUR LOW COST 
financing plan will help you mn)-n 
a better d()al. Sec us for, details 
now, before you buy, Carrulhcrs 
St Mclklc Ltd,, 364 Bernard Avc,, 






I ln.Hcrtion .........  per word 3f
3 consecutive 
insertions . . . .  per word 2 w  
0 conHccutlve Insertions 
or more . . . . . .  per word' 2(!
CloHsiflcd Display
One Insertion ............  $1.12 Inch
3 consecutive
Insertions ...............   1.05 Inch
fl consccutlvo inserlihns
or more ...........   .9.5 inch
Classified Cards 
3 count linc^ dally 0.00 month 
Dally for 0 months .. 8,50 month 
Each oddttionnl lino 2,00 month 
One , inch dally 17.50 month
One inch












280 Bernard Avc. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers' Association of Canada 
(as at 12 noon)







Industrials • “ 19
Golds ".13












Home Oil “A" 20











If unable lo contact ■ doctor 
Dial 2722
drug  st o r e s  OPEN 
Bnndaya, llolldaya and 
Wednesdaya 
2 p.m. to 8sS®
OSOY008 CUSTOMS HOURS 







B.C. Forest 13% 13'/4
B.C. IPhono 42'A 42'(()
D.C. Power 37 37'A
Doll Phone 41% 42
Can. Brow 36'A 36'A
Can Cement 34 34%
Canada Iron 35'A 35'A
CPR 28% 29%
Cons Min & fjIuUff 21% SU/h
Crown Zell , TT
Dhst .‘Sengrams' 33% 34
Dom Stores 84'A 84%
Dorn Tnr 15 1.5 A
Fam Players 22% 2.1'A
Ford "A" 108 1 09%
Ind Ace Corpn 3H'A 38%
Inter Nickel 85 85'A
Kelly Doug ”A'* - «% 10
Massey ■ 10% 11
McMillan“ B” , 38'A 3B'A
Ok. Helicopters 3,65 3,85
Ok. Hcl Pfd 9'A
Ok. Phono llVc UYi
Powell River 38% 311
A. V. Roe 13lA 13%
Steel of Can. 71% Tt
Walkers 34'A 3411
Weston “A" 34% 34%
West Ply 17'A , 17'Aol
WoodwaM's "A” 18%' 10
Alla Gas 
Inter Pipe 
North Out Gas 












All Cdn Comp 7.5L
All Cdii Dlv. 6,23
Cdii Invest Fund 9.34
Divers “H” , 3,80
Grouped Incomo , 3,90
Gr. Ine Aceum .5,3.5
Investors' Mul 1L30












































o f News Pictures
PIIDLISIIED IN
The Daily Courier
Taken by our photographer. 
It Is easy, to get Bouycnlr 
photos of tho time you wore In 
Iho news, Bend them to your 
friends or put tl>cm in your 
album.
Largo Glossy 6'A *
Only 61.00
No Phono Ordera rie iM




MAOS IM 1733 M 
ItaXN. FRANCE WU 
NUH»NT)«KURy 
C»«.y AFTER IT HAD 
VUtfT K IN  TURMEO 
iUPStOC DOWN AMO 
I DlLUO WITH WMB 
•fm A TO m  
n j m t m m  
v m m n m i
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
A POOTABLE HOUSE 
8TLL STAN0IN9 M MIAMI KACHFU  
VMS SHIPPED THERE FROM CHtCACaUl 
IN t m
M A K E  
•AM JNO
• SHAPED LIKE 
A HUMAN ham 
Submitted bu 
LOUIS MESSIEN 6runiwicli,M«. •  IWMO
r f  08MASCM, SW.h*rl»nd 
W1U  nU KATt NEW yEAR3 EVE T O N ^ / 
THtYSnU USS THS 
JULIAN CALtNDAH ALTHOUGH 
n ms ABANDOHEO BY THE 
BEST OA THE PHOV/HCS 
.  tiij-K !».»■■« iium ■ 377 yEAJTJ AGO
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
KELOWNA DAILY COUHIEB. TITESDAY. JAN. 13. IMS PAGE S
HEALTH COLUMN
W inter More Hazardous 
For Heart Than Summer
FOB TOAIORBOW
Some planetary resUictions 
— especially after noon — may 
cause delays, upsets in putting 
over plans. Do not be disturbed, 
however. Things will right them­
selves on Thursday, and you can 
go full speed ahead.
-  IT S  M Y O V W  F A U L T —
I  C U F S 5  1 ^ O V E R D ID  I T -  
'< S IV /A 16  H IM '^ S E C O /jD  H E L P //4 « S  , 
OF TTiOSE '^HASTY-SROV/TH^
, H I6 H -P O W E te V IT A M IM  
PU PPY  BISCUITS'.'
-  «f?OW/Al® DP -
•  M, KM rKATvui atioNum k*. «o«LQ awma i 1 -13
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKEB
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•  983 4K 104
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^  SOUTH
♦  AQ4 
4  AQ J6  
4  A J 8 5 
4 7 3
The bidding: 
South W est 






Opening lead—jack of spades.
Ordinarily, when the responder 
goes into the two level while nam­
ing a new suit, he will have from 
10 to 16 high card points. A suit 
response in the one level, how­
ever, may range from 6 to 16 
points.
But the responder is sometimes 
forced to go into the two level 
with less than 10 points because 
no better bid is available. Thus, 
with the North hand, n pass to 
partner's heart bid is inconceiv­
able, and a reply of cither one no- 
trump or two hearts would bo a 
misrepresentation of the hand 
held. Hence the two club bid, for 
want of a better bid, is mode.
South's Jump to three notrump 
Is clearly the best rebld. With 18 
high card points, notrump distri­
bution, and a partner who pre- 
•iumnbly hah 10 or more points, 
no other bid can be reasonably 
considered.
As the cards He, declarer can­
not possibly be defeated, but there 
is nevertheless an interesting 
point involved in the defensive 
play.
South wins the king of spades 
with the ace and immediately 
leads a club. West should play 
the king!
To see why, let’s assume the 
East-West cards are not known. 
If South wants to guard against 
the possibiUty of being defeated, 
which can occur if West actually 
has the lone king of clubs, he wiU 
allow the king to hold the trick.
This is because he thereby be­
comes assured of five club tricks 
and the contract, even if East 
started with 10-x-x-x of clubs. 
But if he takes the king, and it 
turns out to bo a singleton, he 
can make only three club tricks 
and may go down.
If West makes the error of play­
ing the ten of clubs at trick two, 
declarer wlU surely finesse. When 
the finesse succeeds it becomes 
automatic for declarer to lead a 
heart from dummy and finesse.
Another club lead presents de 
clarer with all the club tricks, and 
a later heart finesse permits dc 
clarer to win thirteen tricks. But 
if the club king is played at trick 
two, declarer will probably wind 
up with only nine tricks.
By Uermaa N. Bundeseo, M.D.
During the warm days of last 
summer, you may recaU, I ad­
vised you to take it easy and not 
do too much.
Well, cold weather is even 
harder on heart than warm 
weather. And the advice 1 passed 
on to you during last summer’s 
heat is just as timely today.
A WARNING
Each year I caution those of 
you over 40—and many of you 
who are younger, too — not to 
tax yourself by shoveUng too 
much snow, walking too briskly 
or performing any strenuous ac­
tivities during the chilly weath­
er of winter. Doctors through­
out the country sound the same 
warning to individual patients.
Yet there are more deaths 
from heart diseases during the 
months of December through 
March than at any other time 
of year. During January — the 
worst month for heart attacks 
— there are morthe than 11,000 
more heart deaths than during 
the worst summer month.
STRAIN ON HEART 
Severe cold weather, in itself, 
causes a strain on the heart 
and the circulatory system. 
Then when you go out and try 
to shovel like a kid of 20, you 
make a bad situation even worse.
So let me pass on a few timely 
tips.
On extremely cold days, stay 
inside if it is at all possible.
Walk, do not run. particularly 
when you are facing a strong 
wind.
BE SENSIBLE 
If you feel that you must shovel 
snow, be sensible about it. Don’t 
try to finish the job aU at once 
Breathlessness is an indication 
that you already have done too 
much. Don’t permit yourself to 
reach this stage. Stop and take 
a rest BEFORE you become 
tired.
Go inside, take off your wraps 
and sit down and relax for 
while. Then, when you feel com 
pletely relaxed, you can resume 
your shoveUng.
I want to emphasize one point; 
Don’t ignore possible heart 
symptoms. If you should exper­
ience a severe pain under the 
breast bone, stop whatever you 
are doing, rest, and call the doc­
tor.
TAKE NO CHANCES
Chances are that it won’t be 
serious, and your physician will 
make an appointment for you 
to come in and see him. But don’t 
take any chances. Don’t pass it 
off as merely indigestion and 
keep on with your work.
Seldom, if ever, does a per­
son die of a heart attack with­
out some warning. If you recog­
nize and heed these warnings you 
have a much Letter chance of 
being around next winter to read 
this same advice again. 
QUESTION AND ANSWER 
M.J.C.: Is there anything new 
in the treatment of conjunctivi­
tis and Blephaitis?
Answer: Culture of the eye 
secretion may reveal the respo 
siblc bacteria against which a 
suitable antibiotic may be effec­
tive. Some cases are aUergic in 
origin and may require allergy 
tests.
In many instances, the cortl- 
sone-Uke drugs are helpful.
ROWDY CELEBRATION
VIENNA (AP) — The bottle- 
smashing, firecracker - tossing 
crowds at the New Year’s Eve 
celebration on St. S t e p h e n’s 
Square have prompted parish of­
ficiate to threaten to discontinue 






TOKYO (AP) — Communist 
North Korea reports big strides 
in education during 1958 with 2,- 
200,000 students now enrolled in 
various schools. North Korea 
boasts 22 universities and Junior 
high schooUng now is compuls­
ory.
ROYAL SONGWRITER
BANGKOK (Reuters) — King 
Phumlpon of Thailand donated 
4,000 records of songs ho has 
written for sale at a Red Cross 
benefit hero. Queen Slrikit is hon­





SOVIET CARTOONS DERIDE PASTERNAK
Borit Pasternak, the Soviet 
writer who, ns author of Dr. 
Zhivago, was offered the Nobel
JifUe for lltcrnture, is the ob- ect of cartoon crlUciim in 
many Soviet imbUcrtUoni. Ejec­
ted from Soviet writers’ nml 
auUiora’ un(on, many orgnnlzn- 
lions arc condemning him as 







ink brewed, with the hook. Dr. 
Zhivago, being added as spice, 
fitalc-dlrectdd authors groups 
accuse Pa,sternal): of working 
Soviet isystem, Some accuse 
with the U.S, to undermine the 

























































































PRAGUE (Reuters) — Work 
has begun near Sered on Czech 
oslovakla’s first foundry for the 
production of nickel. Albanian 
nickel should be produced by the 






Let us take 
the strain.






If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope shows fine pros­
pects. There is practically no 
phase of your Ufe which U not 
presently governed by generous 
aspects, and these will continue 
Uo be helpful for most of 1959.
During the next five months 
there will be special emphasis 
on the subcessful outcome of 
business, property and financial 
ventures, but your personal life 
is under good aspects, too.
A tendency toward emotion- 
aUsm or any display of undue 
aggression could spoil this pic­
ture during the last week of 
March, however. So be alert, and 
go aU out to maintain harmony
with business assoclatei aad 
friends. Dcm't step on tha toet 
of those who would gladly hafp 
you further your goals If you ai« 
co-operative. Lodk tor unusual 
opportunities for travel In early 
July and late August; a bit 
excellent news in December.
A child born on this day will 
be practical and conscientious 
but may have a tendeny to . 
"Uve within himself," thus shuV 
ting out valuable firlendshlps.
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Let the \)kanagan’s own in­





L « ? K
DURACLEANING r e v i t ­
alizes your furniture and 
fabrics! Powerful sanitizing, 
no harsh detergents, all work 
hand done by factory experts.
Absolutely Guaranteed!!!
PHONE 2973
Get II Done DOWNTOWNi 
and Get Traction!
•  Dominion Royal Wintcride 
Tires ■— pull you out •— 
then keep quiet!
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w.
1 HEARD THAT YOU 
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WITH A  BROOM  
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HOW COME YOU 
LOST YOUR TEMPER 
THAT-A-WAY, 
ORANDM A?
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EXCITIN’ T 'W R IT E  ABOUT , 
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WHAT DOES THAT GRAPH 
SA>i DUCK?
BUSINESS 
SHOT UP THE 
AMDOLE OP 
AUaUST/
WHEN DIO 'YOU <30 ON 
VACATION THIS YEAR, 
DUCK? *  ^
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Belgian Congo Riots To Be 
Surveyed By Home Authority
" ' i t
BRUSSELS (Reuters)-A nine- 
man parliamentary delegation 
wjll leave for the l^lgian Congo 
where 42 Africans were killed 
and 208 injured in anti-European 
riots.
The Investigating body was 
voted recently by the House of 
Representatives in a special ses­
sion called by Premier Gaston 
Eyskens.
In two days of violence start­
ing last Sunday, 49 Europeans 
were injured and 300 Africans ar­
rested, seven public schools and 
seven Roman Catholic mission 
schools were sacked and several 
million dollars damage done in 
the Congo capital of Leopold­
ville. All but 96 Africans have 
been released.
The arrest was announced of 
Joseph Kasabuvu, leader of the 
Abako African political move­
ment who was blamed by Bel 
glans as having organized the 
rioting to underscore Abako’s
lA B EllED  COFFiN GREETS MIKOYAN
-  A coffin labelled Hungary 
X1956 is carried aloft on hands 
•of pickets outside Detroit Club
in protest against visit of Sov­
iet Premier Anastas Mikoyan. 
Screaming Hungarians surged
against police lines as Milkoyan 
went to dinner. (AP Photo.)
fight tor independence.
Congo Affairs Minister Mau­
rice van Hemelryck told parlia­
ment Thursday:
‘We are all responsible for 
these events. The germs of lib­
erty which generates in the heart 
of all men has been ignored.”
He added that the African pop­
ulation in Leopoldville “has been 
waiting for a long time to hear 
from the Belgian government 
what attitude its African policy 
is going to take. . This attitude 
ought to have been defined 
sooner."
The government is slated next 
Tuesday to make a policy dec­
laration on the Congo’s future.
According to authorities the 
riots broke out after crowds of 
Africans at a banned Abako 
meeting clashed with police. Van 
Hemelryck said a major cause of 
the r i o t s  was unemployment 





Soviet Amateur Flyers Seek 
Backing For Flap-Wing
MOSCOW (Reuters) — A group birds’ flight only recently, al-
:World Money Marts Mystified 
[By Belgian Franc Shakeup
mounting rumors and the disg- 
turbances in the Belgian Congo.
Z LONDON (Reuters) — World 
tnoncy markets have been mys- 
Jified by a sudden run on the 
l&Igian franc.
'  The Belgian currency, full con- 
Arertiblc and long one of the 
strongest in Europe, became a 
hrey of all sorts of rumors, in- 
«lu^ng one that it might be de­
valued to make Belgium more 
■Competitive in the sbe - country 
.European common market.
* Belgian banking experts de- 
^rided these rumors. Ihey said 
4hat Belgium’s monetary re- 
Tierves are among the strongest 
3n the world, and that a deval- 
4 iation in face of all the im̂  
"ponderables of the common mar 
jeet and free trade area would be 
•preposterous.
“ Only two days ago Belgium re 
jduced her bank rate—about the
last thing that any cential bank 
would do if it intended to de­
value.
FULLY CONVERTIBLE
’The Belgian franc is convert­
ible for residents in the free 
market, as well as being con 
vertible for foreigners in the of­
ficial market.
Belgium and Switzerland are 
the only European countries that 
allow full convertibility for rest 
dents, though West Germany 
may soon join them.
This reflects the fundamental 
strength of the Belgian franc, but 
also makes it more vulnerable to 
speculation and to concentrated 
operations.
Some movement of money out 
of Belgium was first noticed 
about three weeks ago. This week
it has been intensified by theUheir cattle.”
MONTREAL (CP)—A leading 
meat wholesaler, who declined to 
be named, says that beef prtoes 
in the Montreal area should Mart 
dropping because packers are 
buying from American markets 
We are paying duty and 
freight on American cattle and 
they are still about $1 cheaper 
per 100 pounds than Canadian 
cattle,” he said. "We also have 
an advantage on exchange rates.
“Canadian farmers were hold 
ing back waiting for higher 
prices. Then they saw us buying 
from the United States and got a 
little scared and started to sell
of Soviet amateur flyers want the 
state to back their design tor an 
aircraft which flaps its wings like 
a bird.
They say their own enthusiasm 
is no longer enough, and they 
must now have money and re­
sources to put their design for an 
ornlthopter into production. They 
want action before “some West­
ern country” copies the scheme.
The appeal comes from the 80- 
member “Committee for Flap­
ping Wing Flight,” formed 10 
years ago by enthusiasts deter­
mined to discover how birds fly. 
They claim that the flapping 
wing gives five times as much 
lift as a fixed wing and that their 
ornithopter could become as pop­
ular a method of transport as the 
ordinary bicycle.
(In 1952, an inventor in Med­
icine Hat, Alta., designed and ex­
perimented with a flying machine 
dong these lines.)
The committee says that its in­
vention would be cheap to oper­
ate, could fly anywhere and be 
powered by engines as small as 
five h o r s e p o w e r .  An artist’s 
drawing in a recent issue of the 
air force’s newspaper, Soviet Av­
iation, shows the ornithopter to 
have a cigar-shaped body, forked 
tail and wings with feather-like 
tips.
An accompanying article says 
that members of the group work­
ing in Kiev, Riga, Kharkov and 
Kazan discovered the secret of
though as long ago as 1908, the 
chairman of the committee, re­
tired Colonel A. V. Shiukov, got 
into the air with a flapping wing 
apparatus of his own design.
A glider with wings that flap­
ped in the wind made its debut 
at Moscow’s annual air show at 
Tushino tour years ago. In 1957, 
the committee tested a powered 
ornithopter at Odessa, and an­
other model, with a five-horse- 
power engine, now is being com 
pleted.
But the committee now has 
reached the stage where its ex 
perimental designs need to be 
thoroughly tested.
Giving some examples of the 
advantages of the flapping wing, 
the Soviet Aviation article says 
the ornithopters are almost im­
possible to stall and can fly from 
a limited space.
A flapping wing aircraft with 
an engine similar to the present 
Yak-12 light airplane, which has 
space for four people, could carry 
15 passengers. The wings would 
flap at between 60 and 200 times 
a minute.
Soviet Aviation says the first 
news about Soviet flapping wing 
airplanes aroused great interest 
abroad.. It warns its readers to 
expect intensive foreign tests with 
ornithopters in the next two or 
three years.
“This a p p a r a t u s  of a new 
type,” it concludes, “must, like 
the Sputnik, begin in the Soviet 
sky.”
WARSAW (Reuters)-A collec­
tion of daguerreotype portraits of 
Chopin is missing from among 
the Polish national tteasurcs, a 
part of which shortly will be re­
turned to Poland from Canada, 
the chairman of the Warsaw 
Chopin Institute, Zbigniew Drze- 
wiccki, was quoted here today 
as saying.
Drzewleckl, a noted pianist, 
mentioned the loss in an inter­
view i.n New York with the offi­
cial Polish news agency, PAP. 
He was on his way home from 
Ottawa, where the return of part 
of the treasures recently was ne­
gotiated.
According to our records, a 
collection of Chopin daguerreo­
type portraits was also deposited 
in the Bank of Montreal, but we 
could not find them there.
"Daguerreotypes were not in 
eluded in the items listed by the 
bank.”
NEVER WITH TREASURES?
Jozef Polkoski, a representa­
tive of Polish refugees and one 
of the men who supervised trans­
portation of the treasures from 
Poland to Canada in 1939 - 40, 
maintained t h e y  were never 
among the treasures taken to 
Canada, Drzewieckl said.
*’We should now try to find out 
what happened to them,” he said.
Drzewiecki praised Witold Mal- 
cyzynski, emigre Polish concert 
pianist, for his role in the ne­
gotiations between the Polish 
government and emigre repre­
sentatives for the return of the 
treasures.
“His concern and ability to rec­
oncile controversial opinions have 
greatly contributed to the return 
of the treasures deposited in Ot 
tawa, which represent a price­
less heritage for every Pole
I
I .^




BROTHER IT'S COLD INSIDE
Bundled against the 85-de- 
grees-bclow-zero temperature, 
engineers Robert A. Brown, 
left, and Joseph E. Waikem 
check a radome during early 
stages of a thermal shock test
In a lest chamber of a lab­
oratory in Akron, Ohio. Nearly 
any kind of weather or climate 
can bo reproduced in the lab’s 
chambers.
TRUCKERS MEET IIEES 
OTTAWA (CP)—An eight-man 
delegation from the Canadian 
Trucking Associations, represent­
ing tlie motor transport industry 
in all parts of Canada, will meet 
Transport Minister Hees to pre­
sent objections to proposed feder 
al freight subsidies to the rail­
ways.
ROMAN THEATRE
St. Albans in Hertfordshire, 
England, has the remains of
theatre built by the 
the 2nd century.
Romans in




PRINCETON (CP) — An out 
cropping o f  r o c k s  w e r e  
credited with saving two Port 
Coquitlam brothers from plung­
ing into an icy creek when their 
truck skidded from the Prince- 
ton-Penticton highway.
David Nendrick, 28, and his 16- 
year-old brother, Ben, were in 
good condition in Princeton Hos­
pital suffering lacerations.
The brothers were returning to 
Port Coquitlam Sunday w h e n  
their truck skidded off the high­
way, 20' mUes east of here.








Then you^l be glad you 
waited to save on the bar­
gains at our 2nd Annual 
Thrift Sale.
Watch for Wednesdays Coin­
word Ad and vou agree that
When You Shop at
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All Wool fop quality fabrics. Lined and I I
half chamois lined. A chance of a life- I # A M I | | ^ A M  |  A  l l Q
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CAR COATS
Regular values 15.95 to 35.00. To go











Reduced by 2 0 %
3 Types DRESSES 3 Types
i
2 5 .0 0  values .  .  .  -  -
3 5 .0 0  values .  .  .  .  -
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14 .95  to  2 1 .0 0  
2 5 .0 0  to  2 7 .9 5
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SWEATERS
 ̂ Discontinued lines valued as high ns 8.95.
All Wools .  .  -  -  -  -  -  6 ,9 9  and 5 .9 9
Orlons and Ban-Lons .  . . .  .  -  -  -  -  -  4 .9 9
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